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Editor's Notes

All of the.chapters in this volume were written with one assumption in
mind: to know rndre akiout staff evaluation what it is, what it influ-

,_ences, what works, and what does not work in the evaluation process.
The volutne is directed to helping community college .admiriistrators,
faculty, and academic 4nd nonacadeinic suppOrt staff. The authors I

have not attempted to develop a conkbook; however, they do offer many
"ideas that will be of value to staff members Who are interested in im-
proving 'the quality ortheir evaluation programs.

In the first chapter, a historical perspective for staff evaluation is
provided dlong with descriptions of various conceptual feameworks that
have been used in the planning of staff and faculty eValuation programs.
A conceptual framework :for faculty evaluation is recommended here
that includes four niajor components: (1) developmene'Of evaluation
purposes; (2) areas for evaluation; (3) essential evaluation criteria, stan-
dards, and evidence; and (4) appropriate procedures.

In the next three chapters, the authors discuss current theory
and practice, offer suggestions, and provide (illustrations related to
evaluation programs for full-time faculty, part-time faculty, and col-
lege administrators. Lawrence Poole and Donald Dellow support the
need for multiple sources Of information in evaluating an individual
faculty membees'effectiveness. Then 'Richard Behrendt and 'Michael
Parsons suggest sortie positive strategies, using Boat formative and
summative objectives in the evaluation of adjunct faculty. In the last of
these three chapters, James Wattenb.arger ,presents a comprehensive
and objective review of administrator evaluation practices and proce-
dures. He recommends the goal-oriented approach as the most produc-
tive in administrative performance apptaisal.

Issues and concerns related to various aspects of staff evaluation
are the focus of the next three chapters. Concerns about the use of stu-
dent rating systems in faculty evaluation programs are then, to a great

_extent, reviewed and- refuted-in Bill--Cashires-thapter. Next, Myroii
Blee offers a state-level perspective on some of the problems and issues
associated with staff selection and certification. James Hammons closes
this section of the sourcebook, arguing that the combination of faculty
evaluation with faculty development programs is essential for positive
change in the two;year colleges.

The next two chapters, by Raoul Arreola and Frank Adams,
/provide some recommendations for the future. Arreola presents a set of

1
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guidelines for colleges wishing to establish a successful faculty evalua-
tion 4nd development ptogram. Adams recommends the adoption of a
staff evaluation model developed in the field of business and industry.
Both auth rs offer viewpoints that should be of value to colleges consid-
ering a c ange in their staff evaluation prograufs.

F ally, Al Smith reviews some legal considerations associated

with st T evaluation programs and presents some of his piedictions for

the fu re.

Al Smith is a professor of instructional leadership and support

.
and assistant director of the Instittite of Higher Education at

the University of Florida, Gainesville, and is director of the

National Faculty Evaluation Project for ComMunity and

Junior Colleges.

,

_

Al Smith
. Editor
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With many different approachp to faculty'and staff ;valuation ,

...
in community collekes, how can a conceptual itamewtk- be used
to-develop. a new or revised staff evaluation program? ''

A Go.nceptual.Frarnew6rk
for ,Ste Evaluation

Al Smith

Conceptual framewbrks for faculty and staff evalUation existed in the
world's earliest colleges and universities. The fradieworks used then
were somewhat different from the ones being considered in b3mmunity
colleges today. In univerlities ground the time of 1000 AtD., students'

/often hired ancr dismissed faculty members, while faculty members
ployed the college administrative staff. These rather uaiqUe ap-
proaches have changed bver the years. Today community college
boards bf trustees and administrators have assumed much of the respon-
sibility for developing staff evaluation policy and procedtue. This shift
in the locus of responsibility for evaluation has not lessened the need for
effective_programs. Nor has this shift in the sonceptualization of the

; program lessened the need for the involvementof faculty or staff iri the
development, of new policies and procedures.

The need for a clearer conception of the staff evaluation process
has increased for a variety of reasons in recent years. Some of these ma:
sons include: (1) stabilizing or declining enrollments, (2) increasingly
tenured-in departments, meaning less mobile and aging college faCul-
ties, (3) declining financial resouices, and (4) the realization that all
staff members, not just the full-time faculty, are important to the suc-
cessful achievement of a college's mission staternents, goals, and pro-

A. Smith (FA1.). Etraluatuig Fatult; and Siaff New birectiom for Community Colkites, no. 41.

San Franciico:Josserliasii, March 1983.
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gram objectives. In institutions where as much as 60 to 90 percent of
the budget goes toWard the payment of employee salaries; .the 'need for
a strong ,staff evaluation and .slevelopment program is evident. For
these 'reasons and in order to achieve their many purposes, community
c011eges need a conceptual framework for staff evaluation that will re-
sult in the maximum utilization of their human capit-al7their most vital
resource.

A conceptual framework for any community college program
mUst begin with a. deseription of the purposes for that.sistem. Few
community college educational programs or staff evaluation programs
will suoceed witholit clearly definecland accepted purposes. Conceptu-
ally, then, what have been the major purposes for moat faculty or staff
evaluation progranis? In a regional survey of 'faculty,evaluation prac-
tices conducted by_ the Southern Regional Education Board (SREB),
the investigators found that the varipus reasons for faculty evaluation
could b'e reduced to essentially "(1) a concern for faculty development
and improvement and (2) the need Tor evaluation of faculty perfor-
mance to kovide information for decisions on tenure, promotion, re-
appointment, and salary" (Boyd and Schietinger, 1976, P. 1). These
twO reasons, development and evaluation, are the same reasons being 1
given to justify most faculty evaluation schemes today. Both of.these
purposes should be incorporated into any new or revised staff evalua-
tion scheme in the 1980s. The relative extent to which one or the other
of these purposes is stressed will in, turn greatly influence the type of
staff evaluation program devdoped at any given college.

A variety of conceptual frameworks for achieving the purposeA
of faculty and staff evaluation has been proposed in recent.vars. In
the remaining sections-of tilts chapter, these conceptual frameworks.
will be reviewed briefly. In addition, the Southern aegional EdUcaiion
Board's "Framework for Developin the Components of a Systematic
liaculty Evaluation Program" and the successful application of a modi-
lied version of thig SREB framework to eight two-year colleges will be
described.

-- --

Proposed tonceptual Schemes

Until the early 1970s, most faculty evaluation schemes in higher
edueation lacked a systematic or comprehensive approach to faculty'
evaluation. Most faculty evaluations were conducted 13)7 the depart-
ment chairman, with the better systems making some use of data gath-
ered from a formal student rating system, while others used no data"at
all, Staff evaluation systerns were of a similar nature, with the em-
ployee's supervisor conducting the annual review, perhaps with the
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he1p411 a self-rating instrtnnent Icompleted `during an titeryiew by the
employer arid the employee for discuSsion purposes.,

, In the 1970s, however, there was a dramatic shift to.more com-
prehensive and systematically planned faculty and staff evaluation .sys-
tems in community colleges.. Many of these systems .were developed
froin the assumption 'and guidelines sumnerized by Millet in 1972.
Miller believed that any sy'stem,.of facility evaluation should seriously

-. consider beginning with the formulation of basic assuinptions.*The fac-.
4'. ulty evaluation model he recommended proc&ded from the following
, sik assumptions: (1) the /rend toward accountability will .continue,

, (2) merit evaluation is preferable .t o a seniority system, (3) overall fac-
ulty evaluation is. inevitable, ,(4) every evaluation .system. Can be im-
pr-oVed,- (5) professional development should be available to every fac-

-, ulty member who is evaluated, and (6) faculty evaluation should be for
both advancement decisions and faculty developmet (Miller, 1972,

+

pp. 4-12). . +

_ 4.,
- From these assumptions and a related set of 'principles, Miller

developethtrnodel for the evaluation of teaching that
,
conta'ned a broader

view of,the role of the college teAcher than we have had in e past; Pre- .i
te

. tously, the teacher's role mhad been conceptualized in ters of research,
aching, service, and professional activities. Miller '(102, .p. 21)

pointed Out that college, teachers were engaging kr a mueh wider range
of activities than t.in the past. For this reason, he felt that the. following

... , .

categories should be used in describing and evaluating college teach-
ing: classroom teaching,..advising, faculty service and relations, man-
agement (administration),'performing- and.visual arts, professional ser-

i vices1 publications,"public.service, and research.. ....i.

'n...-------, Under this system, the faculty member entered into an annual
p'erformance contract with his.or het= department chairperson: Miller ..,
(1972, p, 80) argued that such a cOntracting process would lead to the

.
establishment of tasks'and the selection of evaluation criteria that
would best reflect the nature of th%.institution, the needs-and direction
of the department, and the interests and abilities of the .faculty mem-
ber. Miller then described a var,iety of procedures that could be used to
collt.ct data from a variety of sourcessuck,as students, faculty col-
leagues, and-administrators in, each Of his proposed nine evaluation
.categories. Finally, he.showed how these data could be employed to cal-
culate an overall perfOhnance rating for a staff member (Smith,' 1976)...

Since Miller's prewntation, a number of other conceptual
schemes 'too numerous to mention here have been proposed for higher
ed*ation staff evaluation .programs (centra, 1979; North and Scholl,
4 9 7 8 ; Seldin, 1980; Smith, 197+6;Southern Regional Education Board,
1977). Each of thege proposed evaluation schemes has recommended a
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systematic and comprehensive approach to faculty evaluation. The
.proponents of these programs have also suggested the need for multiple
data-based evalUatibn..programs. Of these systems, which have focused
primarily on fculty evaluation, the author has found the Southern Re-
gional Education Board's conceptual franiework to be of most value in
helping colleges desigi,new or revised faculty and staff evaluation pro-
grarirs. is

:

Southern Regional Education Board's
Framework for Faculty Evaluation

As a rest& Of the SREB's survey and case study research (South-
ern Regionai.Equcation Board, 1977, p...31), four separate components

,.). ,
o( systematic facnity e\yaluAtion i?rograrns were identified. The four
components of the SREB "Framework for Developing the Components
of a Systematic Faculty 1valuation Program" are as follows:

1. Purpose. Object ves and desh-ed outcomes of the program.
2. Areas. '!;!,valuatiosi areas are thoselunctions or attributes to be

examined teaching, research, service, and so on.
3.. Elements. EsSential elements of evaluation are: Criteriaspe-

cific attainments 'subsumed under each area; Standards attairirnent
levels expected for each criterion; Evidencedata Or information for de-
termining level attained, and how the data are t6 be compiled.

.4. Procedures. Sequence pf activities for making personnel deci-
sions, assisting with'..1"n,elopment or improvement, or carrying out
other purposes. ,

,

This.framework was used in the SREB's 1977-79'Faculty Eval-
uation Project,(Southern Regional Education Board, 1979). For two
years, this project promoted principles of comprehensive, systematic
faculty and staff evaluation. During an eighteen-mOnth period, this
project worked closely with thirty institutions, including nine two-year
colleges, to assist them in developing such programs.

The step-by-step application of the5REB framewOrk proved to
be highly successful in helping two-year and fipur-year colleges imProve
their facUlty evaluation programs. Of the nine two7year.colleges in this'

roject, eight were judged by a team of tliree evaluators to have a high
or medium probability of achieving positive and permanent changes in

. their faculty evaluation programs (Southern Regional Education
Board, 1979). One of the nine:collekes in this project that successfully
applied the SREB model to its faculty evaluation program was Jackson
State Community College (Jackson State Community College, 1979).

Robert Harrell (1980), dean of academic affairs at Jackson
State, has described the concepts which he felt were fundamerital to

,, ...

1
. .

-a. t)
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Jackson State's successful revision of' its faculty ..waluation program.
-

These concepts were:
1. Faculty are evaluated in areas for which they have a princi-

pal responsibility.
2. Multiple evaluators or sources of evaluation are utilized.
3. Evaluators evaluate those areas of faculty responsibility for

which they have appropriate expertise.
4. Faculty - members develop individualized evaluation pro-

grams.
5. Evaluation outcomes or evaluation results for each area of

responsibility are expressecrno more definitely than as one of
three possible levels ofIxrformance.

6. The level of performance is determined by- a criterion-
referenced approach to evaluation.

7. Formative and summative evaluation procedures are in-
cluded in the evaluation process.

s. Faculty .evaluation is a dynamic and ongoing process.
Harrell believes these concepts may be applied directly or may be
adaptable for effective use in other institutions, but only if such con-
cepts are consistent with institutional mission and goals-,

At Jackson State Community College (JSCC), formative, or
ongoing, evaluation provides information for professional growth and
development. Summative evaluations at JSCC provide information for
personnel decisions with respect to promotion, tenure, and salary deci-
sions. Facility and Staff are evaluated in each of their areas of responsi-
bility .with the following terms: needs improvement, expected performance,
and exceptional performance. The JSCC program of staff evaluation pro-
vides an excellent model -for two-year college.staffs that wish to improve
their personal evaluation -systems. It is also a very good example of the
effectiveness of the SREB conceptual,framework for faculty evaluation.

Finding a Conceptual Framework for Staff Evaluation

To date, most community colleges have focused their evalua-
tion efforts on the developMent of improved full-time faculty evalua-
tion ,systems. Such efforts have often neglected other equally important
personnel groups in two-year colleges, such as administrators, part-
time faculty, academic support staff, and so on. Because of the equally
valuable contributions these groups make to the community college
program, there is likely to be an increasing emphasis on staff as op-
posed to faculty evaluation in the next five to ten years. This will be an
appropriate shift of emphasis for two reasons. First, in a time of declin-,
ing resources, student enrollment, andTull-time s,taff, the coratributions

`.t
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of each employee become increasingly vital to the successbof a college
program.' In the 1980s, colleges and college employees will have to
learh to do more with less. This means that each employee's contribu-
tion to the total educational program will increase in importance over
the'next few years. Second, the shift to staff evaluation should enhance
employee morale, job satisfaction, and staff productivity. Evaluation
should enable employees to see ways to grow without leaving their cur-
rent jobs. This should be a healthy development in a profession where
there is currently little opportunity for job mobility either externally or
internally.

One college, Central Piedmont Community College (CPCC),
has already developed a system for staff evaluation. The purpose of this
system, Which appears to be working very well, is to "encourage all per-
sonnel to aspire to higher levels of performance in the service of stu-
dents, the community, and the institution" (Cheshire and Hagemeyer,
1981-82, p. 34). The objectives of this program are (1)_to identify stan-
dards against which each employee's perfo-rmance can be measured,
(2) to identify individuals who are performing at a satisfactory level,
(3) to provide assurance and encouragement to individuals who are
performing at a satisfactory level, and (4) to identify and assist individ-
uals whose performance needs significant improvement.

One of the keys to the 'success of this system appears to be the
.high level of administrative support for the program. A second impor=
tant factor is the extensive involvement of, employees in the develop-
ment and pilot testing of new evaluation instruments. As a result of this
process, the, original objective of a caMpuswide evaluation plan has
been achieved. However, instesad of-having one -evaluation form for

"everyone, CPCC has many instruments, each measuring the perfor-
mance of specific tasks or jobs.

The Central Piedmont system, with its annual reviews and rat-
ings, appears to cohtain all of the, components proposed in 'the, previ-
ously discussed SREB conceptual framework for developing a faculty.
evaluation program. First, the purposes were clearly defined as the firSt
step in the development of a new system. Second, the areas of evalua-
tion were identified for each major employee group. Third, criteria ahd
standards were set, with ratings then made by both the employees and
the supervisors. Finally, procedures were outlined which called for an
annual performance review of self- and .supervisory 'ratings and the
placement -of an evaluation summaly in the employee's personnel file
(Cheshire and Hagemeyer, 1981-82).

It would appear that the SREB framework can be applied as a
very useful conceptual framework for the broader area of staff evalua-
tion. The strongest support for this pOsition comes from the University
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of Florida (IH) National Faculty Evaluation Project-for Community
and Junior Colleges. This three-year project began in June of 1980.un-
der the sponsorship of the university's Institute of Higher Education.
The purpose of this project was to assist.two-year colleges in the irn-
prowment of their faculty or staff evaluation systems..A second major
purpose was to test, the usefulness of the SREB cone( ptual framework
and approach to helping colleges improtheir evaluation programs.
The eight colleges currently participating in this project are Arapahoe
Community College (Littleton, Colo.), Gatel,Vay Technical Institute
(Racine, Wis.), Mountain. Empire Community College' (Big Stone
Gap, Va.),, Moraine Valley Community College (Palos Hills, Ill.),
Mohawk ValleY Community College ,(Utica, N.Y.), Patrick Henry
Community College (Martinsville,, Va.), Rockingham Community
College'(Wentworth, N.C.), University College of the University of
Cincinnati (Cincinnati, Ohio).

Under this newprogram, the participating colleges agreed to send
a team of three faculty and one top-level administrator to Gainesville,
Florida,,each surnmer for a three-day workShop onfaculty evaluation and
development. In the first Vvorkshop, the Participants were introduced to
the SREB Conceptual framework for faculty evaluation and were given a
variety of otherresource materials on how to plan for a-new-or-revised
faculty evaluation program. In the second workshop, conducted in
1981, the teams received additional instruction on how to implement
their new plans. In 1982, the workshop focused on how the colleges
could evaluate the impact of their new programs. This last workshop .

also focused on how the collitges could establish viable faculty develop-
ment programs to complement their new'faculty evaluation efforts.

In addition to the summer workshops, this project has involved
the extensive use of University of Florida staff members 'and external
resource cOnsultnts. As part of theinnject, each team was required to
have a one-day progress evaluation visit by a University of Florida staff
member. These visits were conducted during the winter months of each
year,and have been very useful. Each team was also encouraged to em-
ploy non-University of Florida consultants for at least one day during
each of the project's three years. These visits'have also been helpful,
with the consultants seiving as ex-ternal change agents to the college.

, This project appears to have mei its objectives. Each of the eight
colleges has developed and implemented a new or revised faculty and/
or staff evaluation plan using the SREB "Framework for Developing
the Components ora Systematic Faculty Evaluation Program." A neW
project is planned for 1983 through 1986.

One of the interesting findings of this project is that the SREB
conceptua;--framework can be applied effectively in the developmenr of

\
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staff evaluation as well as faculty evaluation systems. One of the col-
leges in this project, Arapahoe Community College, has employed the
SREll modehto develop a comprehensive and systematic staff evalua-
tion program foit'all of its employees. Anothei project college, Rocking-
ham Coinmunity College, has taken a similar approach:-

Space will not permit ari in-depth description of these eight new

programs. For this reason, only a brief summary of some of the major
features of each college's staff evaluation program will be mentioned.
Readers wishing more information on these new programs should con--

tact the respective college presidents or deans or the University of Flor-
ida's Institute of Higher Education.

Arapahoe Community College. Under the Arapahoe Commu-
nity College (ACC) plan, all contractual employees'are evaluated an-
nually. The purpose of this system is to improve "the quality of instruc-
tion,. support, and administration; for encouragement of professional
growth and development; and for retention" (Arapahoe Community
College, 1982, -p. I:1). The president is evaluated by the college council
and each remaining employee is evaluated by his or her supervisor or
director. Employees, other than administrators and faculty, evaluated
under this plan include the health center coordinator, librarians, sup-
plemental service personnel, and c011ege courselors. Criteria and stan-
dards are set in the evaluation process-and-includethe following proce-

dures and data sources for faculty evaluations:
1. Job responsibilities are reviewed, and performance objec-

tives, including activities the faculty member elects to be
evaluated on, are agreed upon by the faCulty member and
his Or her director.

, 2. Perfortnance objectives are submitted to the director. These
objectiVes indicate the activities the faculty member elects to
be evaluated on, as well as the weights to be given each ac-

tivity.
3. Evaluations by all faculty members are completed by the di-

' rector, who forwards them to the appropriate dean. The
dean files them with the personnel office.

,4. Evaluations of faculty-consist of these parts:
Annual self-evaluation
Annual studerit evaluations of teaching faculty
Peer evaluation every third year
Annual director evaluation, including summary of faculty
member's strengths and weaknesses
Signatures of person being evaluated and of director, indi-
cating that both parties have read the evaluation report
Interpretation of ratings 'and subsequent action.
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Evaluations of all other staffing groups under this system follow similar
policies and procedures.

Gateway Technical Institute (GTI). At Gil, the project eyalua-
tion team, along with the college faculty and administrative staffs, has
a multifmrpose faculty evaluation and development system with the
following purposes: (1) to create a constructive ,environment within
which the instructional process can be fully explored in the interest of
student success, (2) to create a means by which faculty performance
can be evaluated to determine areas of strength and areas that May
need improvement, 'as a fundarhental step in faculty planning to im-
prove effectiveness of performance, and (3) to create a means bY'which
the supporting relationships between faculty evaluation and faculty de-
velopment can be understood anct a working reality achieved (Mills,
1981, p. 2); Under this system, all new instructors are formally evalu-
ated in the.tirst, second, and third years at GTI. All other instructors
-are fbrmally evaluated on a rotating basis.

Instructors formally evaluated under this new program are re-
quired to have a minimum of three evaluations, one of which must be
by the instructor's coordinator. The other two evaluations may be se-
lected from student evaluations, self-evaluation, or a supervisor's eval-
uation. Each instructor fills out an Instructor Goals Form for the com-
ing academic,year and submits this document prior to or at the begin-
ning of the evaluation year. At the end-of the_year, a summary evalua-

'tion is prepared based on the material that has been submitted by the
faculty member and his or her students. 'This evaluation is eventually
shared- in abbreviated form with the college's board of trustee's.

The staff at GTI has developed three types of student evalua-
tion forms: a lab form, a lecture form, and a clinic form: Each instruc-,
tor is able to select the form that most closely represents the type of in-
struction being given. ender this system, instructors also try to predict
how students will rate their teaching on the form theY have selected.
They do this by completing one of the forms at the first of each term,
prior to the time when student evaluations are given. These two ap-
proaches, the Use of varied student rating forms and a comparison of
how faculty think students will rate their teaching with actual ratings, .
offer a rather unique approach to faculty-development at GTI.

Mohawk Valley Community College. TheMoha-wkValley
(MVCC) faculty evaluation project team and evaluation committee
have followed the Southern Regional Education Board's conceptual
framework for faculty evaluation in a number of ways. After identify-
ing a set of purposes for their sYsterri, the evaluation committee devised
a plan that provided for the assessment of faculty performance in four
major areas: These four areas are weighted each year by the. faculty
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member in consultation with the department head. The four areas of'
'evaluation and the range of weights that may be selected for each area
are as follows (Mohawk Valley Community College, 1982, p. 1): ,

1. Teaching Effectiveness (60-80%)
2. Collegiality (10-30%)

3. ProfessionafOrowth (10-30%) -

4. Community Service (0-20%)
Data under this system are collected from a variety Of sources

and each source is weighted for eValuation and development purposes.
The weights for each source of evaluation information are:

Student
Response

Peer .

Committee
Depattment

Head
1. Teaching Effectiveness 50% 25% 25%
2. Collegiality 0% 50% 50%
3. Professional Growth 0% 50% 50%
4. Community Service 0% 50% 50%

Under this evolving system, an instructor may also provide his or her
own iteins for evaluation, but without any weight applied.

An evaluation point system has been developed at MVCC. At
the end of the evaluation period, each evaluated faculty member. re-
ceives a summary evaluation score...This score is based on a 10-30

point scale that 'enables peers and department heads to rate faculty
work as needing improvement (10 points), as expected performance
(20 points), or as exceptional performance (30 points)..

r
Moraine Vallty Community College. A number of the colleges in

the .University of Florrda's project have faculty unionS. One of these
colleges is Moraine ,Valley.- Unionization,has not appeared to hinder
the development of new' or revised staff evaluation, programs in these
institutions. If anything, the presence of a faculty union has promoted
change by providing a clearer definition of faculty roles and responsi-
bilities. Moraine Valley provides an excellent example cif a college
where the administrator and faculty team project members have worked
in harmony and with a great deal of trust in one another.

In following the SREB conceptual framework, the Moraine
Valley_evaluation team outlined the purposes, areas for evaluation, cri-
teria for evaluation; and sources of data for assessment. Tin& college
has clone a particularly effective job of providing role definitions for
each of the faculty areas oLevaluation. These role definitions, with
their suggested weights, follow.

1. Teaching and Instruction (60-80%). Teaching and instruction
are defined as those activities associaled with thc, design and delivery,of
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course material to Studet-as. For purposes of evaluation, the instruc-
tional role includes classroom performance, preparation and relevance
of materials, ands record keeping and instructional management.

2. College Service (10-20%). College service is defined as service
rendered by a faculty member in support rg his or her course group,
subdivision, division, or total college. For rposes of evaluation, ser-
vice to the college does not include any functions definedand included
under professional growth or community service.

3. Professional Growth (10-30%). Professional growth is defined
as improvement in the coMpetence of a faculty member in order to bet-
ter fulfill the role and responsibilities of his or her position at the col-
lege; professional achieveinent; or contribution to the teaching and
learning pro-cess or educational profession in the faculty member's area
Of expertise. . l.

. 4. Community Service (0,10%). Community service is defined as
the application of.a faculty member's re'cognized area of expertise in the
community without pay (Moraine Valley Community College, 1982);

All of the University of Florida projeCt colleges have iricorpor .
ated a point system into their faculty/staff evaluation_packages. The
evaluation scheme at Moraine Valley is no exception. ,Each year one-
third Of the tenured faculty is'evaluated using a point system. A grand
total, or summary evaluation score, is calculated for those faculty
members, using the areas and weights mentioned above, along with a
variety of data sources for eaCh evaluation category. A unique and ef-
fective part of this system is. the use of-peer evaluation teams. These
teams reCeive portfolios of work from each faculty_Mernber up forre-
view. These portfolios are reviewed by the faculty mernber's-pecrswho
independently assign e.,,aluation scares that are later a-eriged and'red ---
into the faculty rnember's composite evaluation rating..

Mountain Empire Community College. This college is in the pro,
cess of developing a faculty/staff evaluation system that will have as one
of its purposes the determination of faculty merit pay increases. Infor-
mation and data will be collected in a systematic 'manner. A faculty
evaluation agreement (FEA) will he completed by each faculty mem-
ber. This agreementiwill include a professional development plan and
a self-evaluation repoit. For' teaching`faculty, a student-opinion instru-
ment will provide data concerning student perceptions of classroom
teaching performance. Nonteaching faculty and supervisors will be en-",
couraged to investigate how their work is perceiVed by those they serve.

Each year the faculty member will prefiare for his or her super-
visor a self-evaluation report, documenting activities and accomplish-
ments, including the achievement orgbals established in the previous
year. Using this information, the superyisor will-then prepare 'an as-

. .
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sessment and rating to be discussed during a conference. The com-
pleted FEA will then provide a quantitative measure of job effective-
ness to serve for personnel TecOmmendations.

The completed FEA will provide several pieces of information
for making personnel decisions. An index-of-success rating (ISR),
which is calculated as part of this system, will be used to determine
merit raises for those eligible. The number of faculty in each college di-
vision eligible to receive merit rakes will be announced prior to merit
deliberations and decisions. Numerical Tatings and a merit unit of
money will then be used in a formula to calculate, each 'individual fac-
ulty member's merit raise. This- approach should be of interest to-staff
members who are interested in tying faculty/staff eValuations to merit
'Pay (Mountain Empire Community College, 1982).

Patrick Henry Community College. The faculty evaluatiOn sys-
tem at Patrick Henry (PHCC) does not differ greatly from those previ-

-ously described. Here again, the college project evaluation tearh has
followed the SREB's -conceptual framework for developing a compre-
hensive, systematically planned 'faculty evaluation program. A .sum-
mary of the evaluation components of this system is outlined below,
with the minimum (MIN) weight that canbe assigned to any given
component.

AIIN Component Student Self Supervisor

70% 1. Teaching Performance, or 65%. 35%
1. Teaching, indluding classroom
observation

40% 30% 30%

5% 2. Faculty Service 10% 50% 40%
5% 3. Community Service 0% 50% 50%
5% 4. Maintaining Competence 50% 56%

The weights for-each individual component are determinedduring the
faculty member's annual faculty development conference with the sup-
ervisor (Patrick Henry Community College, 1982).

The data gathered from this system are then used primarily for '
faculty development purpo'ses. Because all personnel holding faculty
rank are presumed to possess the necessary professlonal qualifications
to,,perfbrm satisfactorily in their positions, a rating of "satiSfactory" un-
der this system is expected in each of the above-mentioned areas. The
college 'has, however, worked out a set of procedures that will be fol-
lowed' if a faculty member should receive an "unsatisfactory" rating in
one of the four etaluation areasv.

It shotild be-noted that the faculty member under this system
does have the option cif itluding classroom observation data fromthe

-
supervisor in the evaluatio lan. Most of the colleges'in the University
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of Florkla project, however, have placed less emphasis on *classroom
observations as a form of faculty evaluation. This trend away from the
use of classroom visitations may be due to current research by Centra
(1979), which shows this form Of teaching evaluation to be highly unre-
liable.

Rockingham Community 1. College. The president and faculty
evaluatiOn project team at Rockingham (RCC) are attempting to de-
velop a staff evaluation plan for all of their employees. They have de-
veloped evaluation forms for instructors, department chairpersons,
clerical staff, switchboard operators, paraprofessional staff members,
and other nonteaching professionals. Each aspect of an individual's job
at RCC will be rated according to three performance levels: needs im-
provement, expected performance, and exceptional performance (bet-
ter than expected)_,

At the present time, the evaluation team at RCC is (1) defining
job responsibilities and establishing criteria,for the three rating ranges
for each aspect of an individual's job, (2) establishing the weight distri-
bution, to total 100%, for all aspects of an individual's job, (3) deter-
mining from what sources evaluation data will be collected for each as-
pect of an individual's job,' and (4) developing evaluation instruments
for v.atious sources of evaluation (Rockingham Community College,
1982), The college team appears to be breaking new ground in the area
of staff evaluation by developing a systematic approach to staff evalua-
tion as opposed to faculty evaluation. This approach should be valu-
able to colleges seeking ways to evaluate all of their employees.

University College of the University of Cincinnati. Because of the
nature of this two-year college, the University College (UC) projea.
team has focused its efforts on develpping a faculty evaluation system
that will reward teaching in a university environment. Up until this
time, faculty had reported some difficulty in achieving promotion and
tenure. For this reason, the purpoie of the UC evaluation plan is to
supplement promotion, tenure, and reappointment guidelines and pro-
mote faculty development (Burks and ethers, 1982)..Any faculty mem-
ber may Ask to be reviewed under this new system to identify individual
areas of strength and weakness. The results ofe this second type of re-
view, as opposed to one fOr promotion and/or tenure purposes, are

-made avilable only to the person reviewed, who'may or may nothen
choose to share them with the depaetn, nt head. ,

Evaluation criteria used in this system are Ahose ikessary-or
desirable for effecfive teaching. They define what must or lead occur ,/
in a college-level course if learning is oing to happen in a systematt
organized, logical, and complete m ner. This 'system assume
good teaching is not-mysteriOus or rigical.

'
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The criteria in this system are divided into two parts, core and
optional. The core criteria are those skills necessary for effectiiie teach-

,ing, as follows. ,/
1. -Command ofthe knowledge and skills necessary and apprd-

priate to the course, ./,'"
2. Statement Of understit able and appropriate goals and ob-

jectives for the coup
3. Apprbpriate courXe" yllabus, which shows organization and

logical presentation of material,
4. Communication of a body of knowledge that demonstrates

skills clea4 and Understandably to students7
5. Appropriate standards for student learning and perfor-

mance.
,

6. Consistent and appropriate methods of evaluating student
achievement.

The optional criteria take into account the various teaching styles and/
modes, which may be effective depending on the nature of the material

/ ,
to be covered and the abilities of the instructor.

The extent to which faeulty members are expected to meet core
and optional or supplementary criteria under this approach depends on ,

_

the faculty member's years of teaching experience._ A new faculty mem-
ber at UC, with zero to two years of, teaching experience at the Univer-
sity of Cincinnati, needs only to meet expectations on the first core cri-
teria and four other core criteria of his or her choosing to achieve a sat-
isfactory rating. A faculty member of seven or more years of experience
needs to meet expectations- on all of the core criteria and on two supple-
mentary criteria to gain a satisfactory rating, Faculty members with
even higher standards of performance can achieve ratings of "excel-
lent" and "exceptional" under ihis system. .

f

The criteria are evaluated on the basis tifs/idence gathered
trom multiple data sources: peers, students, departmeth heads, and the

person being reviewed. After all of the data have been collected, the de-
partmental promotion,. tenure, and review (PTR) committee receives
the peer review panel's written evaluation, the student ratings, the de- f
partment head's evaluation and the self-evaluation. The committee re-/views this material and writes a summary evaluation report concluding

, that the instructor being evaluated is unsatisfactory; satisfactory, excel-
lent, or exceptional, based on the system's standards. Evidence used by
the committee and the final report are forwarded to the department
head, who sends the report to the 'PTR committee with an agreement

, or disagreement with the report.
This new system should be of particular interest to colleges

' seeking.new and improved way§ to evaluate the teaching processand to
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improve peer evaluation. The peer review panels in this program con-
' duct very careful reviews of each faculty member's courses and teach-

:ing materials.

Summary
'

This chapter, after a review of the friistorical and conceptual
developments of faculty evaluation programs, recommends the adop-
tion of the Southern RegiOnal Education Board's (SREB'$) 'conceptual
"Framework for Developing the ComponentsA a Systematic Faculty
EVa1uati9n,Program" in the design of staff evaluation systems. This
concelituial scheme is described and its use-in the University of Florida's
1980-83 National Tae-ulty Eyaluation Project for Community and -

jtinior Colleges.is discpssed. The four basic components of the SREB
model are: (1) the purpose of the evaluation system; (2) the areas of
evaluation; (3 the essential elenrients of the system standards, criteria,
and sources of data; and.(4) the procedure to be folloWed. Subsequent
chapters contain additional illustrations of how these components have
been incorporated into staff evaivation programs.
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With more demand for accountability, a workable system
t6 evaluate full-time faculty has become amajor need,

for many dnsiitatins. .

,Evaluatioh of-Full-Tin:le Faculty.

Lawrence H. Poole
Donald A. Dellow.*

The evaluation of full-iime faculty is at best a ckfficuletask;
say impossible. eith those doing the evaluating and thOse bfing evalu-
ated care little for the proces. Many of the forms of resistance to fac-
ulty evaluation are found in, Arreola's discussion 9f establishing 'suc-
cessful faculty evaluation and development programs.in a later chapter.

One of the few things that writers agree on in evaluation litera-
ture is,the,need to have milltiple sources of, information on aft individ-
ual faculty member's effectiveness (Brown and Thornton, 1971;
McKeachie, 1978; Miller, 1972). Teaching is a complex and difficult
piocess.that cannot be evaluatei on the basis of any one source of infor-
mation, such as results from ;' lassroom observation, rnsults from stu-
dent evaluation, comments from peer evaluation, and so on. If the dif-
ficult process of evaluation is to be undertaken, most professionals feel
they are better able to document their effectiveness when a combina-
tion of self-evaluation 'and outside evaluation sources are combined.

At the authors' institution, a number of efforts .were made to
establish an evaluation systeni. At first evaluations were accomplished
in a cursory manner, excepron those occasions when a faculty member
was being consiaered for tenure or promotion. Even in these situations,
the evaluator seldom had much objective data on which to make a
judgment.

A. Smith (Ed.). Evaluallitg Frigidly and Sul New Memnon% for Community Colleges, no. 41 .
San Fsanciscu josserliass, March 1983. .
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This resulted in not building a base of in(prmation through
annual evaluation and not giving iddividuals guidance on the areas in
which they could improve. Faculty became disgruntled and lo§t conti-
dence in the admininstratiOn's ability' to make-aceurate and fair persyn-
nel decisions. In having talked with q-nany Colleagues at other commd-
Kity colleges, the authors are convinced that this situation is not atypical.

An annual evaluation system' was eventually implemented, proi-
viding the .maximum amount of information for individual improve-,
ment of professional skills. The system was based on the concept of for-
mátive evaluationArather .than that of summative evaluation. As a
resUlt, four basic components were incorpbrated ibto the overall evalU-
ation system: classroom effectiveness, advisement effectiveness, profes-
sional development, and college and governance activities. In discus-
siobs with the faculty, it was determined that a weighting of the compo-
nents would emphasize classroom effectiveness as sixty-five percent of
the total evaluation. The other' thirty-five percenrwould be comprised
of a flexible combination of the other three cornponerys. Faculty mern-

.bers could emphasize any one o: the.components- over the other two,
with the exception of teaching effectiveness, "for any given year. The
weighting of one component over the Other two is subject to approval
by the faculty member's division chairperson. A discussion or each of
she four components f011ows.

Classroom Effectivepess .
. ..

In the policy manual *r the college, the following indices-are
listed as h;eing indicative Of teaching effectiveness.

I. Motivating students toward superior achievement within his c'
,

or her coufses.
2. Generating an enthusiasm in and establishing rapport with

students. .

..

3. Presenting material in an orderly and preplanned method
compatitile with the stated objectives of the course. The leyel
,.and intenlity of the instruction'also should be compatible
with course'and curriculum objectives.

4. Making maximum effective use of library resources, audio-
visual aids, laboratory .equipment, and so, on. .

5. Using a variety of teaching.techniques, to achieve the desired"
. objectives. - .. .

6. Evaluating' student performance adequate arid equitably
within the framework of the definc,d gra policy Of the
college.
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7. Keeping couge' materials, including textbook selection and
reference reading lists, up to date.

8. Providing sufficient time to assist students on an individual
basis and encouraging students to take, advantage of such
assistance.

9. Providing instruction in such,a way that it is effective to the
greatest possible number of students.

s, Given the above indices, three major sources of information are
used for the evaluation of teaching. The first ithe yearly student eval-
uation of instruction, the Instructional Development and Effectiveness
Assessment system.(IDEA) from Kansas State University. This system
is administered on a yearly basis for tenured faculty and on a semester
basis for nontenured faculty. The division chairperson selects the
course in whicho the IDEA evaluation will be completed; the 'faculty
member has the Option to select a second course or class section if de-
sired. To.standardize the procedure, division chairpersons administer
all of the IDEA materials for their respective faculty.

One of the key features that attracted faculty and staff to the
IDEA system was the fact that ,the instructor could prioritize specific
objectivesfor instruction' in a particular course. The results of the stu-
dent response, in terms' of norms, are then based on the instructor's
ranking of course objectives. Faculty are given the results,mith specific
comments on areas in which their.approach to instruction is favorable
and areas in which their instruction Could use imProvement. When
indicating., improvement, the report includes the identification of
specific methods recommended. The system has been validated and
tested extensively over several years (Aubrecht, 1979; Hoyt and Gashin,
1977).

The second major source of data on teaching effectiveness is the
classroom observation completed by the faculty member's division
Chairperson. The division chairper\son completes one observation per
year for tenured faculty and one-each semester for nontenured faculty.

,The'observation form in Figure 1 has been developed to provide infor-
mation on several of the criteria listect above as being indicative of
effective teaching. The faculty member and° the chairperson sit down
and discuss the observation after it ,is completed. The faculty member
may respond to the observation and make krebuttal.

The third and last source of informatiOn on classroom effective-
ness is provided in the faculty member's Professional Performance and
Growth Plan in Figure 2. This is initiated by the faculty member in the
late spring or early summer of the preceding year and outRnes a plan
of activities for the cominvacademic year. One section of the plan



Figure 1. Instructnr Evaluation for Classroom Visitation

Name of Instructor Class size'.

Subject Method of Presentation

Date orvaluation 7,-, Evaluated By

-

Date of Follow-up Interview

A. A checklist for evaluating some key points.

0- Directions: Cheek each of the items listed below on the scale provided. The scale may

interpreted as follows: 2. 2. Minimal 3. Satisfactory 4. Highly

Satisfactory 5 ExceRtional. Space is provided in Section D for comments. If you feel

that you have no. basis for judgement on an item, you May omit it. If an item is rated

1, 2 or 5' Please justify rating of the item in your. comments. (See definitions of

terms at the end of this form)
- Highly

1. Enthusiasm for the subject

Imagination

English Usage (vocabulary, grantor)

4. PreSence, Voice (modulation, clic

Teaching Characteristics

1. Mastery of subject matter 'NIP

2. Organization of class (including
use of objectives, etc.) ,

3. Effective use of class time

Utililation of teaching aids
available

5. ResporMV-altessto--ftwKlsancLinter-
est4,Of students

6. .Handling student challenges 4poise)

7. Rapport with studrn's

. 8. Holding studer-.c interest

9, .Guiding discussion

10. Obtaining. student,cooperation

11. Using questions eifectively

12. telating learning to students' '

experience

13. Responsiveness to individual dif-
ferences in how students learn

14. Responsiveness to individual dif-
ferences in learning rate

B. Answer the following questions as they apply to your evaluation..

1. In What ways does the inStructor need to improve?
2. What strong points characterize this instructor's teaching? ,

3. Is the method of insEruction the best for this learning situatio'n?

C. Evaluation of Oeneral T'eaching Effectiveness (check One)

1. UnSatisfactory
2. Minimal
3. Satisfactory
4: Highly Satisfactory

11'S. Exceptional

D. 'Additional Comments (Division -Chairper'sOn should include speafic recommendations to assist

instructor'in improving teaching effectiveness. If-possible, this section should be coopera-
tively developed by the Chairperson and individual faculty member).

°

Unsatis- Satis- Satis- Excep-

factory Minimal factory factory tional NA

.

volt
a

Signature of Faculty Member
4.)
04.4

Date



Figure 2. North Country Community College
Profes ional- Performance and Growth Plan

NORTH COUNTRY COMMUNITY COLLEGE

pROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE AND GROWTH PLAN

For the period to.

MEMBER'S NAME DATE

iirnszos

.111 Statement
of-Ge 1 Intent (i. . a stated_ balance' of professional academic performance and development)

. Stated.goals and objec s whi e enhancing' one's own professional standing and competence. This should

lnclOae overall personal goa or the coming academic year. . ,

III. Teaching
\ --. ,

A. Plans Describe any major ch ge in your teachinti-Tesppnsibilities or appreach that you anticipate

during the academic year..
,-----\ .

.A.",.RepOrtt .Deserlbe any.major c angel. in your teaching responsibilitiei-,or-approach during the last year.

B . Plan: What do you anticipate\may be other major teaching activities durinq the year?... ...

12

',

0. Report: What were'your other jor teaching activities during_lhe.year?

\

.

IV. Academic Advisement
0-

A. 'Plan: Describe briefly your in ended gpproach to academic advising including preparation and objectives.
Also,-11st hOw many students yo anticipate being assigned to advisea -

A'. Report, Describe briefly your a sproach to academic advising this past year including preparation and .

objectives. . List how many advis es you work with during this pase year.

College'Governance Activities:

A. Plant Describe the C.011ege invol ment Or service activities you anticipate or desire for this year.

A. Report; Describe youF college_ lnv,ivcment Or service activities for the year,'

VI. Professional Development

A. Flan: List'all Professionally-rala d courses, credit and non-credit; to be.taken during the year.
Also, list any degree or cerfificate program completions anticipated &Wing the year.

A'. Report: List all,prpfessionally-rel ted courses, credit and non-credit, to be'taken during the year.
Also, list any degree or certificate irograms Completed this past year.

B . Plan: List all professional seminars, conferences, membership in professional orga nizations,.workshops
and training-related actiliities ant:ci ated for:the year.

8'. Report: List all professional-sehinar, conferences, membership Sn professional organizations, workshops
andAkainyeg-related activities foi.tWe

,

year.

C. Plan: Describe Any anticipated professi nal activiti'es'or accomplishments during the coming year' which
are not adequately covered in the pr' vio s sections. -

\

C. Report: Describe any professional a tivAles or accomplishments'during the past year which are not
adequately covered in the-previous s ctio s.

D., Plans Describe your anticipated in veme t in activity falling outside the College but still con-
sidered a professionally-related ser Ice a tivity dureng the yeae: -1

D'. Report: Describe your involvement in acti4ty falling outsid: the College but still considered a
professionally-related activity this test yer.

VIII. Division Chairperson's comments regarding facult member's plan.
I

L,' : .

\
4

(LaigTeur-Tof Di'vlsiO7-1-Ch'aTiisjSorT-

(date), (signature of faculty membet acknowledging
ivision Isairperson's comments).

Dlvlion ,:hafrperson's comhonts regarding acuity me r's'aUcom.Olishment of plan for.the past year;.

-_-
(date)

(date)

of Division Chairperson)

(s gnat)lre o faculty member acknowledging
D Vision.Cha rperson's comments)
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requests faculty to outline any changes they expect in their teaching
activities. It is assumed that faculty members will update .their instrue-
tional approaches periodically. This section of the growth plan helps to
document these changes. At the end of the year, the division chair;
person goes over the' growth plan with the faculty member to determine
the extent that goals and objectives were reached.

The combination of the student evaluation data; thet-.division
chairperson's classroom observation data, and information on teaching
from the Professional Performance and Growth Pian give both the, fac-
ulty and -administration considerable information on the Classroom
effectiveness of individual instrujtors. It is the composite of this infor-
mation that the division chairperson utilizes to provide an overall eval-
uation,of the teaching of each faculfy member on the Summary Evalua-
tion Form in-Figure 3.

Advisement kffectiveness

"Unless otherwise contractually arranged, it is assumed at the
college that every full-time facUlty member will advise s'tudents. Fac-
ulty are required to demonerate that they are available to students for
academic advising throughout the year. Several functions related to the
advising process are assisting with each semester's evaluation, deter-
mining degree requirements, and referring studerrts,tipersonal coun-
seling and tutoring When needed.

The evatuation Of this activity is based on information the fac-
ulty member provides in the growth plan (see Figure 2) and information
that the division chairperson derives over the course of the year in dis-,
cussions txith students, colleagues, and administrators: _If students
complain about the availability of a faCulty member, the faculty mem-
ber missing office hours, or if numerous waivers are processed because
an advisor has hot worked closely with students on degree require-
ment§; it ,becomes a topic for discussion betwee,p the faculty member,
and the ,division chairperSon. -At the end of the ,acadqmic year, the'
chairperson assigns,a rating of the faculty meln-ber's studerit advising

'effectiveness on the Summary Evaluation Form (see Figure 3). Thecol-
lege is- currently exPloring a number of instruments that have been
developed to poll student oPlinion on the quality of academic a-dvise-
ment they receNe: The instrument selected will emphasize faculty
development as a primary goal.

Professional Development
4

Continued development is one of the major requirements for
keeping an institution alive and viable. The Professional Performance
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and GroWth Plan (Figure 2) is the instrument around which faculty plan
_their continued growth. By planning forgrowth at the beginning of each
academic year and then evaluating progress at the end ofihe year, facility
are encowaged to keel) professional growth at a high leVel of awareness.

The Professional Performance and Growth Plan is completed
before the beginning of the academic year and is then reviewed by the
division chairperson in a meeting with the faculty member. BefOre the
faculty member completes the anticipated activities portion of the
form, however, there is usually an informal planning session between
faculty and the division chairperson. At this_session, there is a discus-

- sion about how_the individual's personal and professional goals are seen
as fitting the goals and objectives of the. department, division, apd
college2wide community. If this meeting does ,not take place prior to
the completion of the growth plan formohe chairperson evaluates the
plan with the faculty member -and changes are informally negotiated
between the two parties. The college administration recognizes that
professional growth must reflect the willingness of faculty and college to
invest time and monetary resourcef to ensure that plans become a
working process for change.

t the end of the academic year, the faculty member completes
the'Second portion of the Professional Performance and Growth Plan to
indicate progress in achieving the goals set forth in the beginning of the
year. The completed plan is reviewed by the,diVision chairperson and
the faculty member and an overall evaluation of the faculty member's
professional development is determined. This evaluation is then trans-
ferred to the Slimmary Evaluaiion Form.

College-and Governance Activities
.

It ,is recognized in the individual faculty contracts that'colltge
and g6vernance activities are a, part of olies profesSional role. Faculty
participation on college-wide 'arid divisional committees and in student
clubs and, student governance activities is seeri as a prerequisite for
satisfactory activity in this area.

The evaluation of activities in this area is done primarily through
the report filed by eae....h faculty rhember in the Professional Performance
and Growth Plan at the end of the year. The division chairperson eval-
uates performance; this evaluation becomes a part of the Summary
EvaluatiOn Form for that individual.

Summary Evaluation

When all of the information described above hag been reviewed
and summarized in the Summary Evaluation Form, the faculty member
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Figure 3.

NORTH COUNTRY COMMUNITY COLLEGB
,SUMMARY EVALUATION'OF FACULTY MEMBER

FOR ACADEMIC YEAR

TO be completed by Division Chairpersons annually and
evaluation,,direct observation, anciself-evaluation.

Faculty Member!s Name

71

supported by the results of student

'Classroom Effectiveness: II. Advisement Effectiveness:

1. Unsatisfactory 1. Unsatisfactory

2. Minimal 2. Minimal

3. Satisfactory 3. Satisfactory

4. Highly Satisfactory 4.. Highly Satisfactory

5. Exceptional 5. Exceptional

Comments: ,(If the abbve is rated
1, 2, or 5 please justify ratiiipg in
comments)

Professional Development:

Comments: (If the/tbove is rated 1,
2, or 5 please justify rating in
comments)

College/Gbvernance Activities:

1. Unsatisfactory 1. Unsatisfactory

2. Minimal 2. Minimal

3. Satisfactory 3.- Satisfactoty

4. Highly Satisfactory 4. Highly Sieisfactory

5. Exceptional 5. Exceptional

Comments: (If the 'above is rated
1, 2, or 5 please justify rating

. in comments)
tz,

Comments: (If the above is rated 1,
2, or 5 please justify rating in
comments)



V. Overall Evaluation,

1. Unsatisfactory
2. Minimal
3. Satisfactory
4. Exceptional
5. Highly Exceptional

Comments: (If the above is rated
1, 2,,or 5 please justifTrating
in comments),

!
SuMmary comments, including suggestions for future action by faculty member:

Signature of Division Chairperson Date

Accept DivisiOn Chairperson's Evaluation

Eio Not Accept Division ghairperson's ElialuatiOn

Signature of Faculty Member Date

*If faculty.member does not abcept the evaluation, a rebuttal must be submitted to the
Dean of Instruction's Office,within seven (7) days of the date of the signing of the
evaluation.
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and divisionshairption meet to go over the final evaluation. At that
time, differences 9f interpretation may be discussed and rebuttals by
faculty may be accepted on the various components of the evaluation:.
The review of the Summary Evaluation Form provides an opportunity
for faculty an&administration, to examine the year's success and begin
preliminary planning-for the coming year. Any objections to the divi-

.sion chairperson's evaluation may be noted by the faculty member and
this may=be indicated on the,Summary Evaluation Form when signed

by the faculty member-. if, afr discussion, the faculty member does
not accept the chairperson's evaluation, a,rebuttal must be submitted to
the dean of academic affairs' office within seven days.

During the final- week of the spring semester, the division chair-

person forwards faculty evaluation materials to the dean of academic
affairs. At that time, the dean reviews each faculty member's materials
and the resulting evaluation by the appropriate division chairperson. A
letter is then written to each faculty member either concurring with the
division chairperson's evaluation or describing any points on which the

dean disagrees with the chairperson's evaltiation. In most cases, the let-

' ter is a good opportunity for the dean to acknowledge outstandirkg con-
tributions of a faculty member and provide the necessary recognition
for a job well done. The letter from the, dean may also be the special
incentive soine faculty needs to improve.

Consistency of Evaluation

One item that is basic to any evaluation system is a set of rating

terms that are defined so that different evaluators will be able to use the

system in a consistent manner. Even after terms have been defined, it

is possiblyhat subjectivity eitetts the rating process. In order to over-
'come this, the dean of academie affairs meets with the division chair-.
persons each year just before evaluations are completed, to discuss and
share rating practices. In thiS way, each faculty member receives a fair

rating.
The following terms are used in the evaluation process:
Exceptional. The exceptional rating is reserved for an individual

whose performance consistently-exceeds the performance as describ,ed

under the rating category "highly satisfactory."
Highly Satisfactory. The highly satisfactory rating is given to

faculty members whose performance and responsibilities exceed the
satisfactoiy level in a particular character or overall performance for
the time-frame or situation being rated.

Satisfacto7. The satisfactory rating is a standard rating. This
rating indicates adequate performance and is what is expected of,pro-
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Linking Evaluation to Reappointment,
Tenure, and Promotion

As mentioned earlier, iheevaluation system at NCC has been
developed so that the under ing bsis and primary reason fo,r its exis-
tence, is the improvement of instruAtion. While it is recognized that at
some point a person's eaIuation mkerials will be used in maklpg per-
sonnel decisions, the system pas beel designed to provide a nu ber of
sources of information and frequent ihteraction with the division air-
person. It is the primary responsibiliiy of the division chairperso)i to
help a faculty member become a succes ul member of the college's1Pro-
fessional staff. When a recommendation for a second year of employ-
ment is being made in February of the individual's first academic ya
'the administration has already received a' growth plan, at least one
IDEA evaluation, and at least one claSsroom visitation by the division
chairperson. This allows for a reasonable ju ment for such a short
time of employment. Except in the most unustial\ circumstance, where
the evidence unequivocally indicates the faculty member s not an effec-
tiye teacher, a second year of eniployment is offered. f there are signifi-
cant deficiencies, constructive comments can be ma e at the` time of
reappointment that will guide the individual in Makin the neCssary
adjustments. By the time a continuing appointment or t ure deciiidn
has to be made, there are four complete evaluations and a'fl additionM\
IDE ,,,k and classrdpm visit on, which to make. a judgment2ghis pro-

\

N
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;hr :In inrtvich, d tovides ample dint, ! grow and fOr the adrninistration
to make a decision based on as much objective data as' possible.

The evaluation system atf the college,has been designed'to dove.-
tail with the promotional systeMt. In the promotional system guidelines,
an individual is eligible for promotion from assistant tO jassociate pro-
fessor when s/he has five years pf highly satisfactory evaluations. Thus
the individual has a quantitative and qualitative standard against

.which to measure performance. With reappointment and tenure deci- ,

sions, the-evaluation system keeps a faculty member welt:informed as
to how performance will affectehances for promotion. If there is a deft- ,
ient area, the individual is informed through the evaluation system.

culty are given the opporttinity to plan strategies with the division
ch rerson to overcome t ese weaknesses.

Di culties with:the Preent System

The evaluation system outlined-in this chapter is a thorough
an t rne-cqnsuming process that provides ample evidence' for making

.- .
,

decisinns abdiu faculty effectiveness. As might be expected, however,'
it is en difficult Tor all the parties involved to take the time neces7'
sar to complete each step in as careful a manner as possible. FacultY

is metimes' take too long to get their Professional PerformanCe and
Growth Plans completed., Division chairpersons get busy and end4ip

. having to complete faculty observations too late in the semester for,
comfort. Faculty summary, evaluatiOns sometimes get crammed into
the last hectic week of the Semester. The demands this evaluation sys-
tem places on the division 'chairpersons are Onerous. The division
chairpersons are in the beSt position to initiate and complete the many
activities required of the system, but the competidon for their time by
other instructional and administrative demands often places a sqUeeze
on mtsthe ySe.\ , .

In spite of the acknowledged problems in coordinating all phases
of the evaluation systetn at the college, the process has been validated
by the solid support of faculty and adMinistrators. In the several years
the evaluation procesS has heen used, the parties involved have found it
to be professionally sound. Faculty have a clear sense of how they are
going to be evalnat cl' and administrators have, a relatively objectivet/system with whic 'to Make judgments about faculty'effectiveness' over

a reasonable peridd of time. There is agreement that parts of the sYstem
....-, ,..,

ould use Koine fine tuning from time to time, but overall there' is a .

professional pride in having a solid evaluation system that provides
direction for a difficult professional activity.

11,
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With the rapid .expansion of the use of part-time faculty in
cOmmunity colleges, how can evaluation be used to assure
'aicountability and parity with full-time faculty? .

Evaluation of Part-Time Facult;

RiChard L. Pehrendt
Michael Parsons

The Yin f Parity, the Yang of Accountability

Evi: ,.4atio ts perhaps the most discussed and least understood col(cept
in the liti rature describing community colleges today. In their recent
analysis I f the American community college, Cohen and Brawer
(1982) s ggest that the intent of evaluation has been to make faculty
amiare o their strengths and weaknesses thereby producing change
leading instructional improvement. Practically, they feel that evalu-
ation ha had little effect. If the Cohen and Brawer allegation is true,
then me e than a decade of effort has been wasted. Before it is possible
to disc s the accuracy of their analysis, a historical and conceptual
framew irk for investigation is needed.

' ,In January 1971, a monograph published ,.by the American
Association of Community and JiLlior Colleges presente, the then
novel idea of accountability. The authors suggested that -1 e college.
community accept responsibility for their students. Their propoial was ,
for faculty evaluation focusing upon how well students were being
taught. Assessment was to be based on relevant criteria (Roueche,
Baker, and Brownell, '1971). The monograph had an immediate effect

A Srnzth (Ed.). &dusting FaestIO and Staff New Direitions for Community Cplkge, no. 41.
San Francisco: foist-v-8am, March 1981 33
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upon a number of community colleges. Evaluation designs were pre-
pared, committees argued over what assessment Criteria were relevant,
and pilot apPlications of a varietrof systems were described at confer-
ences and in journalearticles. Faculty evaluation became an issue of the
1970s.

While faculty evaluation was gaining institutional accePtance, a
second phenomenon of the decade was being i-etignized. Community
colleges were employing increasing numbers of part-time faculty.
Terms like forgotten, neglected, and stepchildren began to appear in the lit:.
erature. Deans and presidents were questioning the competence of
part-time faculty to personify the institution to students. Designs were
being sought to ensure that part-time faculty would.achieve parity with
full-time teachers.'

Evaluation seemed to be a process for realizing both accounta-
bility .and parity. If students were learning, did it matter whether they
were taught by full- or part-time personnel? In the instructional milieu,
the same expectations could be held for full- and part-time teachers.
Therefore, the same evaluation procedures could be used. Colleges
convened cominittees to discuss, de'sign, and implement evaluation for
part-time faculty. rOr did they? A number of articles published in 1980 and 1981
indicated that evaluation of part-time faculty wak not yet comprehen-
sively accepted. Hammons (1981, pp. 51-52) summarizes the issue by
saying, "the whole area of appraisal or evaluation of part-time,faculty
requires careful consideration, beginning with determining the pur-
poses of the evaluation process and continuing through delineation of
areas of appraisal, criteria to be used, standards to be applied, and the
procedure."

In Chinese philosophy, the universe is considered to be a
dynamic duality. The.'yin and yang are constantly in contrast yet com-
plementary. In the universe of part-time faculty, parity and accounta-
bility have a similar relationship. he conceptual framework of this
presentation is that community colleges must be. accountable to their
clients and that faculty evaluation, for full- and part-time teachers, is
an integral part of that accountability. The most effective evaluation
procedures should be those that benefit all cOnstituencies of the com-
munity college students, faculty, and administrators. This method
has been termed mutual benefit evaluation. The evaluation process will
indicate whether parity of instruction exists between full- and part-time
faculty. The process of recruiting, orienting, and evaluating part-time
faculty suggests areas in which staff development will be required to,,
ensure that parity exists between full- and part-time faculty.
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To further develop a conceptual framework, these are the objec-.
'fives suggested for any evaluation procest for part-time faculty..
Formative Objectives

.1. To arrive at a mutual understanding of the general institu-
tional goals aS Well as specific instructional gOals.

2. To, foster an understanding of how, the part-time faculty
memher fits into the achieVement of these gOals:

3. To help individual adjunct faculty membersimprove their
teaching-performance.4

4. To prOmoteAmmunication among administrators; super-'
visors, and adjunct faculty, members.

5. To ihcrease the effectiveness and efficiency of all adjunct fac-
ulty as a team, as well as achieving parity between full-and
papt-time. teaching Staff.

Surnmative 06ectives
1. To gather information to make personnel decisions on reten-

iion, salary, promotidn, and: so on.
2. To maintain an inventory 'of`adju4t faculty resources for

subsequent use by the institution oropossible reassignment or
retraining.

3.. To gather data to conduct research on the factor's related to
the effectiveness of part-time faculty members.

4, TO gather information to infbrm internal and external audi-
ences on the effectivenes and worth of adjunct faculty.'

J. To use this infdrmation to help determine the needs for staff'''.
development activities.

The experience of a community 'college with a decade of part-
time faculty evaluation will be used to highlight the process of devel-
oping accountability and parity.

'Hagerstown Junior CollegeA Frame bf Reference

Hagerstown Junior College (HJC) is a public, comprehensive
'community college located in Appalachian Maryland. The college was
founded in 1946 and its evolution mirrors the trends observable ,across
the nation. In its firit two decades, HJC was primarily a prebaecalau-
reate, liberal arts, transfer' institution. Its faculty were full-time and its

'students fresh from high school. Beginning in the mid-1960s, the college
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changed. Occnpational programs were added, and Off-campus courses
offered. Community services emerged as a major new responsibility.

part-time- teachers entered the picture; by 1973 HJC was em-

ploying twenty-three such'individuals.
A college cominittee was fofmed in 1972 to develop a compre-

,

hensive evaluation pr9gram. Subcommittees designed the process and

developed instruments to 'use with administrators, full-time faculty,
and-classified staff. Initial applications took play in 1973 and by the
end of that" year all 'three segments of the- college community were
implementing accountability through evaluation.

f
Initially;part-time faculty were not included in the evaluation

process. By 1974, howeVer, the size of the part-time faculty had grown

to thirtysand it became obvious that finProvements were needed. The

administratipivstaff designed a. comprehensive systern for recruiting,

orienting, and preparing part-tirrie faculty -fdr the classroom. Simulta-
nequsly, theprocess of ev,aluation for part-time faculty was started using

the ihstruments already validated with full-time faculty. The system

was implernented id stages over a three-year period. The basic compo-

Jiehts are worthy ofwnention here only as- they affect evaluation; mire
-Lomprehensiwe treatment rimy befound elsewhere (yarsons, 1980).

. After fiart-time'personnel are recruited, theyare interViewed by

the dean of instruction-and the division.dhairperson. During this inter-,

view,..expectations of-the college are discussed with the candidate and
strategies for realizing these expectations are explored. The evaluation

system 'IS described and the relationship between instructional design
and 'evaluatiob is explained. Finally, the candidate is urged to use the

division chairperson for 'support as a source of information and to

answer all 9uestions, including those rfgarding evaluation. Because

the initial classroom evaluation of a part-iirrie teacher will be conducted

by the division chairperson, it is important that the new part-time

teacher accepts the division chairperson as a s.ource of information and

support so that the evaluation experjence will be viewed as positive and

growth-oriented.
During the interview, the new part-time.teacher is given a copy

of the college's part-time faculty handbook, which incaides evaluation

instruments. The part-tiine teacher is encouraged to become farniliar

with these instruments to assist in organizing and-fricusing instruction.

Finally, 'the new part-time teacher is told that the evaluation will be

scheduled at a mutually convenient time, as a reassurance that the

evaluation process is integral to and reinforcing of instruction. Because

the date for the evaluation isielected cooperatively, new faculty retain

a share of corktrol over the course Sequence. All of these aspects reinforce

the positive, growth-oriented, nature of oialuation.
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The issue, of evaluation is discussed with part-time teachers at
the beginning of each semester during the 'orientation workshop. The
dean of instruction reminds thein that evaluations will take place. Dur-
ing the part of the workshop conducted by the division chairpersons,
the focus iitalso on evaluation: Those scheduled for evaluation are non-

. fled that the procedure will 'take place. The division Chairpersons en-
courage those who have' participated in the evaluation process to share
their reactions with those who have not. The results of this strategy
have been favorabk.' Evaluation is generally perceived as a positive
experience by participants and theiesupport predisposes new part-time,
personnel to expect the same. Specific questions can be raised with the
assurance that>concrete, practical answers are, available'. The orienta-
tion worksh'op has evolved into an important introduction to evaluation.'

The I-IJC model has developed over eight years as a system that
makes eValuation ah integral, expected part of instructional practice.
As a result, both full- and part-time faculty do not perceive it asirrele-
vant or a threat. In the next secdbn, the procedures of the evaluation
process will be examined.' ,

_Part-Time Fa5ulty Evaluation7-Procedures
,

Part-time faculty are evaluated in their first course and in alter:
nate courses thereafter. Since there are currently 100 faculty:working
part-time at FIJC, the procedures for evaluation require planning and
coordination.

At the start of each semester, the part-time roster is reviewed fo
determine who is due for evaluation. The dean of instruction prepares
the list, then.peets. with the division chairpersons. EValuations are
assigned, with the dean assisting those chairpersons with the largest
numbers. The data gathering phase of the evaluation is a two-part
process. -

A form is sent to the part-time instructor who is to be evaluated
suggesting a date for the supervisor's visit. The instructor can accept
the sugg sted date or propose an alternate.. When the date is estab-
lished, th - evaluator prepares a packet which includes both student and
superviso evaluation questionnaires. .

T e student evaluation questionnaire contains fifteen items
,

thirteen concerning classroom practices and two covering advising.
i\Instructio is explaining the process make an explicit request that the

students make anecdotal comments in the space provided on the re-
sponse sheet.

The\ supervisor evaluation questionnaire contains eleVen items
focusing on'classroom practices. Questions related to testing and advis-
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ing have been deleted because they are not directly observable. The
supervisor is expected to-comment on the classroombehaviOrs observed
in the sp-ace provided, on the response sheet.

These evaluation instruments were dexeloped by a college corn-.
mittee that reviewed a variety of' instruments. Included were the Flan-
ders' Interaction Process scale (University of Michigan); the Justin
Morrill Honors College instrument (Michigan State University), the
Instructional Development and Effectiveness Assessmentform (IDEA,
Kansas State Universit)), and the Student Inst uctional Report system
(SIR, Educational Testing Service). Content a alysis of these systems
indicated a common core of data gathered by ach instrUment. These
core items we included in the HJC questionn- ires. The ,HJC instru-
ments were validated by a process of' compariso with the results of an
institution-wide IDEA sysiem application, which will be discuissed in
detail later,

The visiting supervisor observes the instruefor for approxiqately
forty-five minutes. 'The instructor is then asked' to leave. The super-
visor explains the 'evaluation process and the 'instruments to the stu-
dents. The students are requested to complete the questionnaire and
the supervisor is available to answer questions: The evaluation is anon-
ymous. When the studerrts have completed the evaluation, the super-
visor collects the questionnaires and either dismisses the s'tudents or
returns the class to the instructor. If time permits, the superVisor dis-
cusses the process with the instructor, to answer questions,,assuage con-
Cern, and describe the mechanics of the system.

The results of the objettive portion of the evaluation are scored
with frequencies and percentages computed for each question. Student
comments are typed on a summary sheet. Both components are re-
viewed by the division chairperson and, if the results of the evaluation
fall within acceptable limits, the results are simply held until the, end of
the semester. A copy is sent.to the instructor with a leiter from the dean
of instruction explaining the meaning of the evaluation. If' the instructor
has questions, the individual is encouraged to meet with the appro-

'priate division chairperson. The results are filed so that the surnmary
and typed copy of student responses can be shared with students, staff,
or concerned citizens_ if questions' arise. This process protects the inte-
grity of the college and the instructor.

T.he Utility of Part-Time Evaluation

-In one of the more cogent assessments of teacher evaluation,
O'Hanlon and MOrtensen (1980, pp. 664-671) advance an important
principle: "No evalua'tion procedure Can yield good data if' the testing
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conditions are not sound," The FIJC staff who developed the evaluation
system were concerned about two methodological issues and one -pro-
ceduraFissue. The first methodological issue is the parity ;between full-
and part-time teaching. To determine whether part-time faculty are as
effective as frill-time faculty, the results of the evaluations have been
surnmarized for both groups. A comparison of the frequencies and per-.
centages summary.for both groups reveals no significant difference. On
the basis o pervisory and student assessment of instruction, parity
ha en reached.

The second methodological issue is the validity of in-house
instrumentation. To establish validity, the College sought to /compare
its results With those obtained using an outside .design. Two years after
initiating full- and part-time facillty evaluation, the college received an
exemplary research grant from ihe Maryland State Board for Commu-
nity Colleges to examine faculty evaluation and validate the in-house
system. 1-1,JC contracted with the IDEA Center at Kansas State Uni-

yersity. During the next year, all full- and part-time faculty were eval-
uated using the IDEA system. The IDEA institutional summary was
compared with the college's frequencies and percentages summary. No
significant, differences emerged. At the time of the research- project,
IDEA had normative data from eight milion applications. Given the
lack of divergence:, the cpilege staff accepted that their instruments, .

were valid.
An interestingancillary benefit of the IDEA experiment was the

reinforcement of paT'qy of instrilaion between full- and part-time fac-
ulty. As a result of the design used with the IDEA experiment, it was
possible to distinguish betWeen full- and part-time faculty on the IDEA
summaries. Again, nd significant differences emerged between the two
groups. The outcome, replicating the findings.' of the college's sum-
maries, reinforced the assessment that parity had been reached.

The procedural issue that was of concern to the college staff
emerged from the literature on faCulty evaluation. The twin concepts-of
timing and confidentiality are presented as determining factors in the
reliability of student evaluation of teaching (Centra, 1975; Frey, 1976).
1-1JC staff decided to control these .variables to reinforce the reliability
of the in-house prOcess. As indicated above, instructors never see the
actual student rating sheets. They are given summaries and a typed
copy of the student comments. Results are transmitted after the semes-

P ter is completed. Students are made aware of this procedure so that
they may respond honestly without fear of reprisal.

The concept of timing includes when the evaluation occurs. If it
is scheduled too early, the students do not know the instructor well
enough to respond accurately. If the evaluation is scheduled too late,

-
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such extraneous variables as final examinations and grade threat enter
in. Therefore, evaluations ,at HJC occur between the sixth week and
the thirteenth we lc of, a sbcteen-week semester, ThiS time limit has
proven to be el icient in letting students get to know their instructor
while controlling for test threat and final exam-itis. Procedural controls
to reinforce reliability are an important part of any evaluation system
for full- and part-time faculty.

l' An outcome of part-time faculty eValuation has been character-
ized as "the integration of part-timers into the. institutional fabric of
instructional effectiveness" (Cottingham, Newman,: and Sims, 1981,
p. 14). If part-time 'personnel are to become effective instructors and '
grow in their commitment to teaching and to the college, staff develop-
ment opportunities must be, made available. HJC initiated staff devel-
opment for, part-time faculty five years ago. Continuing review of the
results of part-time faculty evaluations indicated that these teachers are
steeped in subject matter but not trained in instructional techniques. In
1978 the college received a grant from the Maryland Division of Voca
tional Technical Education to implement a teaching workshop for part-
time faculty to involve them in decision-making regarding evaluation
staff development, and other issues of concern. Since then, HJC has
conducted the workshop annually, each time focusing on a different
teaching technique.

In 1980 the dean of instruction appointed a part-time faculty
advisory committee. The workshop, advisory committee, and, involve-
ment in other divisional and college activities are de/signed to make
part-time faculty an integral part of the college community. As a result,
faculty are evaluated and provided with growth opportunities.

The Benefits of Evaluation

In his recent research into, the issues surrounding part-time
faculty, Tuckman (1981, p. 10) concludes- that "the major conrn is
that institutions will Use the part-time labor pool as a source of cheap
labor rather than as a means to upgrade their instructional program. It
would be a great tragedy if we fail to recognize one of the few tools we
have left to stave off the effects of the coming decline."

Benefits to the part-time fa-culty.include the following:
1...Integration into the college's intellectual community and the

establishment of psychological mynership of the college's
mission;

2. Improvement of individual teaching effectiveness;
3. Increased enjoyment and satisfaction in teaching;
4. r) evelopment of potential as a teacher;

...5`
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5. Since faculty normally teach subjects closely related to their
full-time occupation, improvement in understanding of the
subject area leads to an improvement of their full-time job

, 'performance.
, There is final benefit which, is somewhat controversial, since

the amount paid per credit hour, for part-time teachers is relatively
small when compared with full-time faculty salaries. However, part-
time.faculty whO are (employed full-time elsewhere have stated that the
pay, albeit low, makes legitimate-andattractive the expenditure Of time, '

that they probably would make anyway because of thejr love for teach-
ing. In addition, for those seeking full-tinT teaching positions, the lim-
ited pay allows them to stay in teaching and build d base for possibly
entering teaching on a firll-time basis. Perhap's these 'reasons help -
account for the increasing number otapplicantsafor part-time positions.

Benefits to the institution include:
1. Better teaching performance, leading fo more satisfied cus-

tomers through effective learning;
2. A more stable pool of part-time teaching faculty;
3. The information necessary to make personnel decisions;.
4. An integrated teaching faculty that understands the objec-

tives of the institution;
5. Increased cooperation with local businesses and industries,

who generate support and act as a recruitment source for the
community college;

6. As -adjunCt,,,I.aculty are integrated into the institution, they
provide assistance in helping to evaluate program effective-
ness.

Recommendations

In summary, part-time faculty evaluatiop is a necessity as corn-
inunity colleges engage the uncertainties of.the 1980s. But there are
positive strategies that must be used if evaluation is to work.

1. Adjunct faculty members should be assigned to an instruc-
tional division rather than- having them responsible as a
group to a certain officeor individual.

2. Staff development and evaluation must be linked.
3. Any effective evaluation model must contain sUggested areas

of improvement for the staff member.
,4. Self-evaluation should be included in the process.
5. The eyaluation procedure must include students; super-

visors, and, in selected instances, peers.
6. The evaluation system should be validated regularly.
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7..The timing of the evaluation should be carefully planned.
8.. Evaluation must be presented to t12e part-time faculty as a

positive, growth-oriented activity.
Similarly, some caveats must be advanced.

I. There must be a general institutional commitment to overall
staff evaluation for adjunct faculty evaluations to be effective.'

2. The institution must possess a.base of expertise to conduct
the evaluation system prop6rly.

3. Since the literature has concluded that faculty are basically
antagonistic to evaluation, any eyaluation system must have
faculty involverilent in its development and implementation.

4. Adequate support services similar to those available to'full-
time faculty members must be provided to adjunct faculty.

5. While trying to integrate adjunct faculty into the college
community through such techniques as evaruation, We must
remember that the needs.of these people are different from
those of the full-time faculty members.

Future Directions

Cohen and Brawer (1982, p. 365) conclude their study of the
American community college by saying that "the true supporters of the
community college, those who believe in its ideals, would consider the
institution's role on both educational and philo§ophical. grounds.
Democracy's college deserves no less."

Part-time faculty have ,the potential to become a significant
group in implementing the educational and philosophical role. , of the
community college. Faculty evaluation shonld be used as a tool to eek
more overlap ainong credit/noncredit and full-time/part-time teaching
staff members so that these artificial barriers are removed. Community
colleges must invest in developing the resources of part-time faculty.
Additional incentives should be considered. Special training in the
peculiar needs of adult learners should be provided to part-time faculty.
The challenge resides with the colleges.
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Administratmevaluatz n should be a part of a total plan
for institutional evalua on and quality assurance.

A

Evaluation of
College Administrators 0

James L. Wattenbarger

a

The accountability which has become the,anticipated norm in the operrT
ation of community colleges is in keeping with the responsible ap- f

proaciiihat is expected from all public institutions in die 1980s. MuCh

rof higher education has been slow to recognize this accountability re-
quirement. In fact, universities seem to be even more reluctant to ac-

cept. responsibility for accountability than are cominunity colle7ges.

Current literature relating to accountability is more often written by
community college observers than by those who study universities.

Accountability has included _studies of institutional missions,
goals, and purposes; reports of needs assessment surveys; cost analysis

studies; self-studies; evaluations of administrators; and accreditat;on
reports. Annual reports of the president or the boards of trustees have
provided deicriptions, both verbal and statistical, that demonstrate the
effectiveness of a particular college in a particular year.

Evaluation of Administrators

Most of these reports, however, give very little attention to ad-
ministrator evaluation. The accomplishments of the president and the
executive staff are measured by the relative success or lack of it in rela-

4
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tion to the college as an entity. Very little analysis beyond that general-
ization has been provided. TheLrealaieed for improvement in manage-
rnent Is seldom idenlified. .

While the idealized collegial approach to..administration is rec-
ommended and described as the goa) Of the college executive, few presi-
dents and administrative Staffs demonstrate their faith and their accep-
)ance of collegiality in then decision-making on a daytto-day basis. As a
result, a. number of colleges land universities are poorly managed,
wasteful, ineffective, and expensive.. As with hoSpitals, tbe tendency 'to
measure superiority in terms of increased expenditures for service is
nore often the accepted standard for quality than othel evidene.e.

It appears illogical, however, for a college to develop procedures
\to evaluate' programs to .measure student prdgress, to evaluate faculty

and (\ueer service staff.; while ignoringahe need to establish procedures.
for evaluating the ,executive and managelmem staffs. Adminitrator
evaluatiOn should ()e a part of a total, plan for institutional evaluation
and (twilit: assurance. , -

,

FrOn an organizatidnal point of view, the administrator must
beithe focus Of\scveral basic questions: .

1. How.*es this position implement the organizational goals?
2. What tasks does one need to carry out,in order to implement

the college goals?
3. .HOw are these tasks assigned to individuals?
4.. How does tbe college hold.individ.Uals responsible?
.5 . How can the 'board ass,ure quality performance?
6. How can the board measure the extent of success?
7. Who is responsible for measuring success? .
8. What are the forMal procedures established for measuring

success?
.,.

9. HOw will erformance rewarded?
These questit s must be answered in, any plan for organiza-

tionaldeVelopment1 In viewing himSelf within the organizational struc-,
ture, an individual conducts a self-evaluation which is usually comintEl
ous, whether it is formalized or not. He asks himself: What is My re-
sponsibility? What do I.need to do in order to implement college goals?
What are indicators of success iu accOmAshing the posirion's responsi-
bilities? Who measures my success? How ..is my .success measured'
How will I be rewarded for my efforts and My successes? .

The well-designed plan will answer these_ questions from t e
points of view or the organization and the individual. Administrator
evaluation is a part of a total plan for the totaIorganization. It does not
happen by accident; it is not effective in an informal, unplanned man--
ner. It is a part of a complete concept.
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Puipose of Administrator Evaluation

An effective evaltiation plan is necessary because it provides a.
formal framework for the individual in, 'an organization to discuss per-
formance, achievethents, and hindrances from a personal and individ-
ual point of view and from an organizational poith of view. The casual,
informal approach is not enough. A discussion of achievements without
examining weaknesSes provides little .ground for improvement. The
collection of data on which to-base discussion.becomes part of the plan.

,.Performance standards must be established. These become the
criteria to which activity may be referenced. The relative achievement,
related to the established standard, provides a basis fbr measuring suc-
cess. Generalizations can then be replaced by specifics.

Improvement in efficiency for both theindi%iidual and the orga-
nization is :a direct result. Corrections and adjustments to the standards .

provide a basis to develop a more efficient organization aS Well -as more
effective individuals. These observations, ,measurements, corrections,
and judgments make it possible to identify serious deficiencies that can
be changed or eliminated. All too often these deficiencies pass by unno-.
ticed and uncorrected in 'man college management Staffing revivws.
When there are no defined perforinance standards and fbilnal'evalua-
tiOn procedures, eorrection of these deficiencies is difficult.

One area of benefit is a clear focus un training needs. Measur-
ing perfornianee standards, is, a process,o0dentifying..what needs tO be
done.. By identifying the desired standard of performance, an individ-
ual's training needs are. identified, and from this infoemation, group
trainifig needs are also Claririii.ed.

Of c6urse, the iinprovement of management performance is a
primary, orgimizatiOnal development goal, but.even more important is
the ability to provide in a fair and defensible manner thF basis for re-
warding outstanding performance, or for disMissal when made neces-
salty by inadequate or substandard performance. The determinatibn of
pay increases, the basis for prod-lotion, the rationale for-transfer, and
the rational basis for dismissals -are-direurraults-of eValuation.

When applied to individuals, the evaluation process provides
feedback which is a.basis for self-examination as well as superordinate
evaluation. Individuals are thus motivated to perform at a higher level
or even to recognize when responsibilities have exceede'd their.personal
potential. Achievement is recognized and rewarded. A lack of achieve-
ment is also noted and orwortunity for improvement, transfer, or other
change provided.

A final benefit of evaluation is the organizational improvethent
that results from attention to management efficiency and efkctiveness.
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Individual evaluations provide a basis to examine the pattern of the to-
tal organizatior A more effective college is apotential result.

Administrator Evaluation and College Mission

All the advantages, benefits, and improvements resulting from

a well-developed administrator ,evaluation pl'an are closely related to
the mission of the community college, as described in the literature and
encouraged in institutions around the nation. The commitments of an
open-door institution providing a diversity oleducational opportunities
to taiget pbpulations within a specific jeographical area require contin-
uous attention to planning; to comprehensive curriculum develop-

,
ment, to cost efficiency, and to managerial competence. Colleges that
are, effective in serving- the areas to which they are assigned must know
what they are doing 'and how well they are doing it. The deveiopment
of an administrator evaluation plan requires that all personnel under-
stand the mission of the community college and how their own posi-
tions relate to that mission. Performance criteria may also be evaluated
in terms of the college.mission. Identifying training needs and improv-
ing morale and individual efficiency extend educational services and
implement even furthe'r the college mission: Administrator evaluation
is an essential part of total organizational development;

Lahti (1975, p. 9) p6ints out, in summary, that "an effective

management performance appraisal system will provide an institution
with (1) awareness- of the individual manager's performance, a means
of obtaining useful feedback, and an opportunity to coach further im-
provement; (2) advancement of organizational development through
an assessment of promotional potential as well as development need;
and (3) back-up data 'for better decision making related to compensa
tion, promotions, and dismissals, and a reference base for personnel

decisions."

"General Guidelines

The questions raised by performance appraisals are not new or
, unique to colleges and universities in fact, educators will benefit from

a review of the literature on performance appraisal in personnel publi-
cations fa:using on public employees, business and industry, hospitals
and health-related institutions, in-addition to those dealing specifically

with colleges.
These generally call for policies and procedures that are com-

plete, clear, consistent, and documented. Lupton (1979,, p. 45) sum-
marizes these in his "Ten Commandments" article:

-
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1. Performance appraisal policies and procedures must be
complete,'clear, consistent, and documented.

2. Recordsusually completed appraisal forms=r must be re-
tained to provide evidence of appraisal judgments and the wecific rea-
sons for the judgments if they are challenged.

3. The work behaviors or outputs evaluated must be explicit,
as objective as possible, and denionstrably job-related.

4. The work behaviors or outputs evaluated must be reviewed
perio ically to ensure that they have not become irrelevant or obsolete.

5. The methods used to gather performance data muSt pro-
vide sufficient detail to ensure adequate evaluation of performance.

6. The techniques used to develop performance meaTre-
ments must be reliable and valid. . \

7. Provision mustibe made for initial and ongoing training of
appraisers. .

8. Appraisers milk be given feedback on and held accountable .
for the quality of their appraisals.

9. The quality assurance and appeal procedures must prevent
the undue influence of a single individual on appraisal judgments and
the personngl decisions that may flow from them: '

.. 10. The program must proVide an opportunity for the em-
n ployee to'cliscuss the appraisal and inabduce comments ornew 'data

into the,record, arid a channel of recourse for thoge who feel a particu-s .
lar appraisal is unfair.

Anderson (1977.,,p. 13) has also emphasized the same points:
1. An appraisal syStem trtust never fail of dignity and confi-

. o

dentiality.
!

1...

2. Tht nature of the human, condition that all of us are
flawed §hould be Understood by all. Perfection as an ideal may been-/
terined; hut it is best for ,those involveddn evaluation, particularly

Ithose who evaluate the .evaluation and deal directly with the evaluated
I administrator, to undeOtand human limitation, that all of us err, that
I understanding of potential human response is essential, and that all

,

I evaluation inherently involves criticism.
, .3. A person evaluated has a right to kna9w<how he or she was

evaluated, the criteria involved, and how he or she rated.
4. Evaluation involves so many variables and so many that

are qualitative, subtle, and complex that an evaluation does not pro-
, duce a simple docurnent; a checklist of modest length; or a score, ra-

tio, quotient, or other quantified, simplistic measure.
A final word of waning regarding performance appraisals i%

sounded by several authors when they stress lhat the criteria used in
making judgments must relate to the purpose of the appraisal. If a col-

e,
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lege wants to'reward individuals wA increased,pay and status through
the appraisal ,program, then die data collected and Used must be job-
and result-ciViented. If, howeNrer, the college wants to develop people in
order to enable them to perform their jobs with skill ,and competence,
shen the Oata collected must relate to personal improvment and
means-oriented Activities. A college mugt consider long-range results as
well as 'short-range improvements in making such an important deci,-
sion

Type '61 Aiprdaches

An examination of current practice in administrator perfor-
mance appraisal indicateg several types of apprSisal systems: Lahti
(1981) describes these as unstructured narration, unstructtsred docu-
mentation, struCtured narration, structured documentation, rating
scales, critical incidents;' and goal setting and goal achievement.
Sprunger and Bergquist (1978) liSt similar categories omitting the crit-
ical incident type and labeling the last type as management by objec-
tives, (MBO). In disc:ussing evaluation in more general terms, Guba
and Lincoln (1981) advocate a naturalistic approach combined with a

responsiVe approach. They pbint up three main procedures for collec-
ting data: interviewing, observation, nd nonverbal communication.
They suggest use of documents, records, and unobtrusive measures a
additional sources of data. In their final chapter, Guba and Lincol ,
(1981, p. 369)suggest that the form of the report may differ in a variety
of dimensions. In a formative-summative report, the purpose may be
to improve or refine an entity or to render an overall judgment of its
input. Formal-informal reports may be formal, oithodox, conven-
tional, rigorous, And technical or informal, unusual, unconventional,
"soft," and nontechnical. Written-nonwritten reports may take the form
of extensive written documentS, or they may be made orally through ..

films, tapes, skits, or in a variety of other nonwritten forms.
Unstructured. These commonly used formats provide'examples

of several accePtable' formats for the evaluation of administrators': As i
\

preiriously noted, tnere are two types of unstructured performance ap- /
praisal systems: narration i nd documentation. Although these are i ot`

necessarily mutually exclu *ye, in many situations the unstructur d
narration is most c6mmonly nsed. In this format, the evaluator writes

,

descriPtion of the administrator's activities and accomplishments over a
specific period of dine. The degcription is not focused on any specific
queStion or taxonomy. One form this type of eValuation often takes is a
series of letters that constitute an indrvidual's personal file. As Guba
and Lincoln (1981) suggest, the evaluator decides which criteria will be

..
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appraised. If that personis the stipervisor or superordinate, there may be
a high coincidence.between the Oaluative and the job performance goals.

Unstructured documentation iS most often used to provide a
sampling of the many activities an administrator carries out. ,,I,t4nay in-
clude letters,, daily logs, ratings of subordinates, and reports/of various
types. The portfolio contains these without any predetermined criteria
and is often asSembled by 'the administrator hiniselfibr herself. This
system is primarily the reSult of selfrdirected evaluatibn.,

Strattared. Structured perforMance appraisal systemS 'are also
fbund in two fOrmats: sttuctured narratives and struc ured documenta-

.?, _

Aion. An essential difference between the structured and unstructured
systems is Me establishment of criteria to guide th aPpraisal. In the
sttuctured/instances, questions related to administ ative performance
iiL-asked, such as "What are the strengths of this ministrator which
typify his work?", Sinee these questions provide fframework for the
narration, it becomes structured even when more hanone evaluator is
used or more than one administrator is evaluated. Structural doctimen-

; tation follows a predetermined outline of,categori s for the types of in-
formation expected. Typical categories are thos relating to job func-
tiorrs, skill-areas, quantitative measuretnents, and other indications of
success or failure; These reptesent criteria or goals and may be selected

,

by colleagues, subordinates, or superordinates./The individual may be
assigned/ the responsibility for,producing docUmentation; selettion 'of
evidence then becomes the adrninistrator's owIn responsibility.

RatinR. Scales.' Rating Scales are in coMmon Use in evaluating
classroom teaching. ,There are a number of forms that have been devel-,-
oped, validated, and standardized, /but some,colleges develop their own
as well. When focusing upon admnistrative skills, however, there are
few examples of predevelOped rating scales that have been valIdatie4 or

. ,tan indardized. The variety of criteria used appraising administrative
)eriormance is a major reason for this. Eath positioncarries different
ssignments of esponsibility; each \colleg develops a different strut-
re, The tendency in using rating sales s to develop a specific. situa-

tion-oriented sca e. There are, however, j.ommonalities in topics: re-
q ired skills, desirable personal qualities 1 nd characteristics, expected
ci mrnitment, human relationships, ffe tiveness, and so\ on. These
sctles are completed by subordinates, etrs, and superordirates in the
buTeaucratic structure. In some instan e, there is a provision for stu-
dents and rnetnbers of the community t. contr/Ibute their ratings as

1
/

well. Rating scales represent the attem to e.. tablish predetermined
criteria to an administrative situation.

\ Critical Incident. The critical inc dent appraisaltem repre-
sents a modification of the narrative ap oah. A supervisor keeps/a

,
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written record of incidents that illustrate am administrator's positive or
negative behavior. The incidents constitute a continuing record df be-
havior to be evaluated in periodic conferences. The incidents represent
a pattern of behavior and are used as a basis for evaluation. The diffi-
culties are obvious. Documentati n js time-consuming and the feed-

. back is most often delayed until i is too late to discuss the incidents.
_ _Here again, criteria are establish d by those who write up /he inci-

dents.
Goal Setting/Goal Achievement. ,The final type of performance

appraisal identified in this taxonomy is called management by objec-
dyes (MBO), or goAl setting/goal achievement. A great deal of litera-
ture' on MBO has been written during the past few years, and some
munderstandings, misconceptions, and misuse haye occurred.
Therefore, some authors have avoided th'e use of the term MBO and
have used goal setting/goaLachievement instead.

This system of appraisal meets many of the personal develop-
ment goals that are expected in a well-managed situation. In this pro-
cedure, the administrator participates in establishing the goals that
contribute to the criteria by which actiyity is appraised. Periodic evalu-
ation takes place in_ order ,to estab1i.:1 -ogress. Types of supportive
documentation are agreed Opon prior ;; ,:uilection. Analysis of the doc-
umentation is an individual activity and a supervisory one; ways of im-
proving are developed through mutual agreements. Opportunities for
training are provided. The administrator is -evaluated as a part of the
total organization. Organizational goals are therefore important to in-
dividual goals. A well-deyeloped appraisal system using this orienta-

/

tion is a part of a total system. \Because individual administrators \are involved in developing
their\ own goals and objectives, a systematic approach is the result. The
superordinate has an opportunity to react to ;hese goals-and to partici-
pate ir refining them. In this way, organizational' gdals become a part
of the standards by which performance may be measured.

The process is'continuous. Periodic but regular conferences are
he d in \ order to review, evaluate, and correct directions. Annual re-

( p rts be ome a part of the record. Job responsibilities may be 'classi-
T fi em hasized, and even modified through these conferences. Job
ci \ hescriptions are t_ereby kept up to date.

/1 \,

;Special Problems

. There 'are, however, several special problems which must be
considered. Interviews may not be as valuable if certain-warnings are
not heeded. The superordinate must be willing to assign adequate time
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to the appraisal and must demonstrate sinceie interest in the process of
evaluation and in the development of the individuals involved. A cer-
tain amount of empathy, understanding, flexibility, and objectivity
must be present. The discussion must not be adversarial or judgmen-
tal. The art of listening becomes more important than the art of telling.

Second, the data that are collected must be anticipated, and pre-
determined. Secret reports and surprises must be avoided. Data should
be definitive rather than vague, based upon collectible factual informa-
tion rather than emotion or opinion. The predetermined objectives /))\

must be related to institutional goals. Adequate time must be allotted
to attain these goals.

Misbse of results must be viewed as nonproductive. Clear un-
derstandings developed when the goals are established will avoid many
problems. If administrators have participated in establishing their own
goals, in describing the data to be used in measuring attainment, and
in analyzing the results Mier an adequate period of time, they cannot
fe,el that unfair decisions have been made. -

Time should be spent in developing basic statements. Appraisal
conferences should review the basic work and become an extension of
.those early interviews. The essential consideration in evaluating ad-
ministrators is to provide adequate time, to be consistent in approach,
and to avoid misuse of results. A summary set of standard questions
may be posed to the administrator by the evaluator near the end of the
interview to emphasize the purpose of the entire activity.

The final caveat for the evaluator is to make certain that the
mutually understood conclusions are honest, specific, and productive.
Questions that lead to the next conference should include definition of
duties an'd responsibilities, challenge of the work itSelf, feelihgs of,ade
quacy for the position, awareness Of the level of support,,,Tand under-
standing of,the college mission and the individual's personal relation,
ship to it.

Future Directions

there is no question, however, that this goal-oriented approach
is tlye most productive in, administrator performance appraisal. When
accompanied by a well-developed professional development program,
personal and organizational improvement result. The current litera-
ture stresses specific exarnples of management improvement programs.
Administrator performance appraisal, while often imnlied rather ,than
named, must be an essential element in all of then (Poulton, 1981),

There is a continued need to develop better data collecting in-
strumentation. This need can be met when there are more examples of

k_t
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goal-oriented performance appraisals that are shared with professional
colleagues. The challenge is-to develop these. The result will be better
managed and administered colleges.

Trends

The trends identified in performance appraisals of community
college administrators are not difficult to describe: The pressure for
more effective management combined with limited resottrces,requires
organizational development arid institutional planning in all'colleges.
The alternatives selected by individual college administrators are sub-
ject to review, appraisal, and evaluation by peer administrators, fac-
ulty, students, boards_of trustees, and the public in general. These
evaluations may be unstructured, informal, and even ineffective in the
short run, but the administrator must expect his behavior .to be ap-
praised. The objective is to make this appraisal productive for the orga-
nization and for the individuals.

Good procedures require that an institution develop a total sys-
tem for accountability including a clear understanding of the purpose
of administrator appraisal, the relationships between individualperfor-,
mance and college mission, the locus of responsibility for evaluation
procedures, the relationships between apprais'al and professional
growth, the data to be collected in _performance appraisals, the instru-

.mentation to be used, the Ultimate use of collected data and the effect
these, activities have on institutional, long-range strategic planning.
Such accountability is the basis for an effective educational institution
that serves the community in accord with its assigned mission in the
'most effective way.
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The questions tWo-year colleges have about student ratings
are ilery similar to those four-year colleges have; so are

the answers.

Concerns About Using
Student Ratings in
Community Colleges

William E. Cashin

It should come as no surprise to anyone that college faculty do not en-
joy being evaluated. Since student ratings are probably the most widely
used source 6f information for evaluating faculty, it should also come
as no surprise that faculty have expressed a great deal of concern about
the-use of student ratings. This chapter will attempt to outline some of
the more common concerns and to suggest some possible answers.

This chapter is based on two sources: the research on student
ratings and the experience of the Center for Faculty Evaluation and
Development at Kansas State University. The research on student rat-
ings is extensive; in, volume, it probably equals all of the research on
the other sources of inforrnation used to evaluate faculty performance.
An ERIC computer search indicated 798 citations on "student evalua-
tion of teacher performance," the ERIC description for student ratings.
Fifty-nine of these citations were related to community colleges or two-

year colleges or technical institutes. Many of the studies cited only inci-
dentally dealt with student ratings, using them as measures to research
some other issue, so this chapter will draw upon the general student
rating research as well as that conducted at two-year colleges.

A Smith (Ed.). Evaluatmg Faadty and Slaf New Directions for Community Colleges, no. 41.

San Francisco. Josserliass. March 1983 .
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Since it was begun in 1975, the center at Kansas State has pro-
videctstudent rating services to over 60 two-year colleges and has con-
Stilted with about 30 two-year colleges. In addition, the eenter has pro-
vided student rating services to approximately 200 four-year colleges
and universities and consultation to another 100 or more institutions.
This experience also provides background for this chapter.

Considering the differences between two- and four-year institu-
tions,,people are sometimes amazed that they s'hare many of the same
evaluation concerns, but the issues these institutions have in common
far outweigh their.differences. At many institutions, the problem is not
so much with student ratings as with the instiCutiores evaluation system
in general. In our experienceS,uone of the concerns that two-year col-
leges,have about student ratingsare unique to them, although some are
more common to two-year institutions. Therefore, this chapter is di-
vided into four sections:, general problems with faculty evaluation sys-
tems, problems with faculty evaluation systems more common to com-
munity colleges, general prOblems.with student ratings, and problems
with student ratings more common to community colleges. The first
two sections will 1-',w brief, since they are treated by other writers in this'
volume.

General Problems with Evaluation Systems

A major source of difficulty with any evaluation system is the
confUsion between evaluation and development. Both involve the gath-
ering of,accurate, meaningful., and interpretable data. However, the
intent, of evaluationor summative evaluation, to use the distinction
made in the second chapter is to make personnel decisions. The in-
tent ,of development formative evaluation is to gather' diagnostic
data to help the individual teacher improve. Evaluation, must be coin-
prehensive, it must cover _all of a faculty member's responsibilities and
the data used must be representatkie of the faculty member's overall
performance,. For development, it iS sufficient 'if data are obtained in
those areas the faculty member has selected for improvement.

Much of thefaculty evaluation rhetoric states, that the primary
purpose of gathering data is for faculty:development. HoWever, almost
every institution also wishes to use the data to make personnel deci-
siOns. This being the case, in the faculty member's perception the pri-
mary purpuse is evaluation. A secondarY purpose may also be develop-.
ment, if the institution offers formal, systematic help to faculty who
wish to improve. Such help is generally limited, although there are not-
able exceptions. States like California, Florida, .abcf Tennessee have
statewide policies designed to fund faculty development. Since most
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evaluation systems have multiple purposes, making all of the purposes
---.-explitit-at-the-beginning--will-kave a_ lot of _time and ernotional energy.

- Often an evaluation system is revised quickly to meet an emer-
gency such as a particular personnel problem or an impending lawsuit.
These revisions often solve one problem by creating another. If an in-
stitution is going to take the trouble to revise its evaluation procedures,
it should also take the time to consider the entire range of evaluation
purPoses and to involve everyone in the discussion of the changes. In
the long run, this is the most efficient approadi.

A, final, general problem with evaluation systems is that, in a
desire to be fair, they try to treat everyone uniformly. The only way an
evaluation system can be fair is to recOgnize the real andlegitimate dif-
ferences'- in various acadetnic programs. Requiring the same kind of
academic credential for every instructor may be inappropriate. Hone is
teaching building-trades, being,a master plumber is more important .

than beingea master of arts.

PrUblems with Evaluation Systems
More-Common to Community Colleges

Two-year college faculty typically have heavier workloads than
those at four-year institutions, teaching twelve to fifteen, credits a semes-
ter instead of six to twelve. When committee pork, advising, and other
duties are added to their teaching loads, faculty have relatively little flex-
ibility to focus on teacjiing one sernester, a service project another semes-
ter, and so on. Usually their time available for development is quite lim-
ited. Therefore, they question the use of time-consuming, complicated
evaluation systettis that yield a great deal of differential information
about faculty Performance. Two-year college faculty are More likely to
want an evaluation system that focuses on their major duties.

Many two-year institutions do not have merit pay systems, aca-
demic rank, or even tenure. At these institutions, retention or termina-
tion is the only real personnel decision. If this is the case, it is not un-
reasonable for faculty to oppose an evaluation system that collects a
great deal of data about everyone, every year. Such evaluation systems
tend to gather more information than anyone is going to use; these sys-
tems evaluate for evaluation's sake.

Many two-year colleges began in the public school system.
They often have a history of stronger administrative control than do
four-year colleges. Administrators tend, therefore, to initiate changes
in the evaluation system without enough consultation with the faculty
for them to really accept the system. Without faculty acceptance, little
faculty development is likely to result.
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General Problems With Student Ratings

A great many questions about student ratings have been an-
swered by the research. The interested reader is referred to" the follow-

ing reviews of the literature: Aleamoni (1981), Aubrecht (1979, 1981),
Feldman (1976a, 1976b, 1977, 1978, 1979), and McKeachie (1979). A
few problems, howev'er, warrant special ,mention in the context of this

chapter.
Orin-interpretation., There is a tendency on!some carlfpuses to

overinterpret student ratings and to attach more precision to the num-
ber than is merited. Student rating data for individual instPuctors
shouki not be reported beyond the first decimal place. -

A more general caution is in order. Student rating data are used
to evaluate an instructor's teaching effectiveness. Evaluators often lose
sight of the fact that these data reflect only one aspect of teaching.
There is no more reliable source of information about classroom activi-
tiessuch as whether the instructor speaks clearly, uses discussion,
and so op than student ratings. Students also are an appropriate
source of information regarding questions about whether they have
been intellectually stimulated or how much they have learned.

There are a number of important aspects of teaching which the
students are not equipped to judge, however. Students are not curricu-
lum experii-and are not in a position to judge whether the instructor is
knowledgeable in the field or whether the course is as comprehensive as
it should be. Faculty or administratiVe subject matter experts reviewing
the range of course materials, from syllabus to graded exams, can bet-
ter make this kind of judgment. Some form of descriptive self-report
should also be included when evaluating. When all three sources of
data the results of student ratings, subject matter experts' judgments
based on course materials, and the instructor's self-report s'upport the

same conclusion, then evaluators may feel reasonably confident that
they have an accurate and fair impression of the insfructoes teaching of
that course. If there are any discrepancies among these three sources of
daia, then it is wiser, and fairer, to obtain additional data from other
sources. The kind bf additional data sought would depend on the na-
ture of the discrepancy.

Reliability and Validity. Two-year college facuhy and adminis-
trators, like their counterparts in four-year colleges, ask whether stu:
dent ratings are reliable and valid. If there is agreement about any-
thing in the student rating research, it is that ratings are reliable. Relia-
bility is used here in the statistical sense, meaning that the ratings are
accurate and consistent. Reliability, howevr, is very much tied to the
mimber of raters: The more raters, the higher the reliability. Prefer-
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ably, ratings should be obtained from ten or more students, (For fur-
ther diseussion and additional references, see Aubrecht,1979;: 1981;

,1 97, L)

The question about the validity of .student ratings is much
harder to answer. Essentially, the question can be reduced to: Are in-
structors who receive higher student ratings also more effective teach-
ers? The problem is that there is.no generally agreed-upon measure of
effective teaching, so tilt.: question cannot be tested directly. It can be
tested indirectly, however, by using various measures of efkctiveness:

'One measure of effective teaching is student learning. A sum-
- mary of the research by Cohen (1981, p. 295) concluded that, orithe
average, student ratings of their own learning correlated .47 with exter-
nal measures of student achievement. Overall, ratings of the teaCher
correlated ..43. In other words, students who say they learned a lot and
that the teaclwr was effective also tend to score higher on an external
exam.

one,is willing to accept ratings,bycolleagues or administrators
as a way of validatir* student ratings, studies have found correlations
between student ratings and colleague or... administrator ratings to
range from .43 to .69 (Aubrecht, 1979, p: A caution-is in order be-
cause colleague and administrator ratings often reflect informal student
feedback. Evidence on the \agreement between students' ratings and the
instructor's self-rating tended to be low until a well-oesigned study by
Marsh, Overall, and Kesler.(1979, p. 156). They found a correlation of
177 between average faculty self-evaluation and average student ratings
on the same items.

Student ratings of teaching are subject to extraneous influence;
that is, they reflect factors in addition to the instructor's.teaching or the
stUdent's learning. (It shOuld be pointed out that every other source of
information used to evaluate teaching is open, to the same criticism.)
Only a few of the influences are significant, however, and 'most of these
can be controlled. The following factors should be considered when in-
terpreting student rating data: the student's level of motivation in tak-
ing the course (for example, whether the course is elective); the size of
the class; and the subject matter. When these influences.are controlled,
other factors, like time of day, exert little influence (Aubrecht, 1979;
Feldman, 1978). When administering the ratings, it is suggested that
the students remain anonymous, that they be told if the data-will be
used for personnel decisions, and that the instructor leave the room
while the ratings are actually being completed (Feldman, 1979).

Flexibility. Most colleges offer a wide speccrum of courses
taught in a variety of ways: Most student rating forms are not designed
to accommodate such variety. Whatever student rating system an insti-

'7!?,
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anion adopts, it should incorporate enough flexibility so that the vari-
ous teaching approaches used on..carnpus can be' evaluated fairly.

The solution to tliv. ,.concern about flexibility has been ap-
proached in various ways. The Instructional Development and Effec-
tiveness Assessment (IDEA) system available froM Kansas State has
the instrue\tor weight the importance of ten course objectives (Cashin
and Perrin 1978; Hoyt and Cashin, 1977): In thig,w,.y, some courses
can emphakze the student's mastery of subject matter; other courses,
the personal 'development of the student; and so on. The result is that
different critt`)ria are used for different courses, "Caletecia" systems let
the instructor select the items to be rated, so the same teaching behav-
ior iS not required of every teacher. Comparability for evaluation pur-
poses is achieved by always including a few summary items, like how

_effective the teacher was. The originar CAFETERIA system was devel-
pped at Purdue University (Derry and others, 1974); a more recent
variation is available from the University of Illinois (Office of Instruc-
tional Resources, 1977):, The University of Washington's solution to
the flexibility question is to offer five separate forms for different types
of classes: small lecture-discussion, large lecture, seminar discussion,
problem-solving or heuristic, and "hands-on" (Gillmore, 1974). At the
very least, a student rating system should permit the instructor, to
include additional questions, items specifically designed to rate special
aspects of the individual course.

Interpretation. Faculty frequently voice their concern about
whether administrators or faculty evaluation committees pOssess the
necessary knowledge and skill to interpret student rating data cor-
rectly. Anecdotal horror stories about the misinterpretation of student
ratings and other data abound, but there has been little systematic
study qf the question. One survey (McKnight and Cashin, 1981) re-
vealed concern about the following: reviewer's lack oUsnowledge of stu-
dent evaluation data, lack of interpretive manual's, and interpretation
by people without expertise. At the very minimum, a student rating-
system should have an interpretive manual which includes comparative
data. It is also desirable that consultants be available'to help with inter:
pretation and that those who give feedback ta_t_he instructor for.either
evaluation or development receive some training in how to do this ef-
fectively.

Problems with Student Ratings
More Common to Community Colleges

There are three questions about student ratings that are of par-
ticular concern in two-year colleges. Firstovhat kinds of comparative

t; 0
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data are most appropriate to use for two-ye.ar college teachers? Second,
what is the reading level of the student rating form used? Third, is the
student rating form appropriate for skill courses, especially in voca-
tional-technical courses?

/Comparative Data.. Since most student rating systems were de-
veloped at four-year colleges or universities, two-year faculty Often ask:
Is it appropriate to compare our ratings with those of four-year college
teachers? Would it not be fairer to make "comparisons only, with two-

:year college teachers? On the average, two-year college ,teacher's re-
ceive higher ratings than four-year college teachers. The Student In-
structional Report (SIR) develOped by Centra at the Educational Test-
ing Service and the-IDEA system developed at Kansas State University
are the two most widely used student rating forms in the United States.
If one compares SIR data for two-year colleges (ETS, 1977) with SIR
data for four-year colleges (ETS, 1979) for the twenty-nine items on
which overall means (averages) are giv@n, six items have the same'
mean; in seventeen items, the two-year college is .1 of a point higher;
and in six items, the two-year college is .2 of a point higher. On none of
the items were the four-year college ratings above the two-year college
ratings. Similar results hold for the thirty-nine IDEA items (Cashin
and Perrin, 1978). In comparing average ratings for colleges, where
the associates degree is the highest degree offered, with the total data
pool, there was no difference on eight items, a .1 difference in favor of
two-year schools on twenty-one items, and a .2 difference on ten 'items.

Why two-year college teachers receive higher ralings is open, to
speculation. Two-year college studeh4 may be more generous raters,
or two-year college faculty may be more effective teachers. Teachers at

'baccalaureate-level institutions also obtain higher than average ratings
on IDEA, although.not quite so high as associate-level faculty. Since
these two types of institutions clearly emphasize teaching over research,
it is quite possible that the general quality of instruction is higher than at
institutions offering graduate-level instruction. In any event, if only
two-year college comparative daia are used, they will have the effect of
lowering percentile scores for individual instructors, since the norms
will be higher.

Ifeading Level. Faculty at two- and four-year colleges often
wonder Whether their students will be able to read the student rating
forrp that is adopted. This is not an unrealistic concern, with some stu-
dents reading at the'eighth- or ninth-grade level, or lOWer. Reading
level does not seem to'be the right question, howeefet. Most readability

\ indexes are concerned with length of sentences and number of syllables
4 'Nri a word, assuming lhat the material will be read paragraph fashion,

page after page. Since student rating forms are read one item 4 a time,
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the real.coneern shotild be about vocabula 'y level. One olution would
be to have the students learn the wt'rds tluy do not know North Colin-
try Comtnunity.College Vublished hc,ID A Survey Eor 1 in their stu:
dent paper so Students could famil arize t emsClves wit It before theY
actually had to equate a teacher. An inst nitiOn conlck i rovide a list of
deflnitions of difficult words along with th .sgudent rat ng form.

Skill Courses. The vast mitjority of 7oOrse5 tau r t in Annerican
colleges and universities are fairly traditio la) academ e courses. This

being so, it is undenstandable that most student ratirjg forms.are de-
signed to assess such courses, rather titan the skill-or' ped 'courses of-

ten found in vocational-technical areas. In these lattetf course% much of
the instruction consists of the student dem4st rating a skill prograrrr-

ming, welding, counseling a patient ' c.an the instructor critiquing.,ii

tutoring, 'coaching the :student to help irn or her improve perfor-.
mance. This kind of teaching often occurslin two-year vocational.4e6h-
nical courses, but can also be found.. I' our-year and graduate-level
programs in health sciences, studio arts, and So on. The present state of

our knowledge about which teaching behitviors lead ..to sttident learning
.1

in such courses is very limited; and so little concrete avicecan be of-
fered. , I

a,

i \
I \

ConClusion / //
. Student rating data, like evOyfother Source of inforrnation'used

to evaluate faculty, have limitations, There/Are ways to com 'erisate for1.)

most of these-limitations. Using student rapng data in conjun,tion with
other sources of information is certainlOhe Irst. This writtr is con-
vinced that we should use the data ,We I , ve, yen wilt the 1 roblems.
Eyaluations are made anyway; pe4le at/c reh'red andigiven alary: in-
creases. We can either take a close lop It t c datatused and tryrto
make adjustments for the limitations, or we l.a ignore th . pr/oblems as

we have in the past and make judgments based upon far .more tricorn-
/

plete and flawed data. i
i

There is, of course, a.third solution: H'ghcr educatibri can stop

:hiring, promoting, granting tenure, or:paying aises until aperfect way
to evaluate faculty has been found. ,
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Staff evaluation is in vain unless it contribu
attainment of the Mission of the college.

es to the

Staff Selection and
Certification Issues

Myron R. Blee

.\\

Recognizing that all staffing decisions including those involv d in\staff
evaluation, are in vain unless they co tribute to the attainm nt of\the

mission for which a college is opera ed, the DiVision of'CiEiiñiiiiii
Colleges of the Florida Department o Educationln 1974 est- blished a\
statewide task force to develop a conc pt under which each o the com-
munity c011eges would define criteri for the selection, dev lopment,
evaluation, and retention of personn 1.

The handbook developed by hat task iforce (State o Florida,
1976) has been used by other system ide work groups in Fl rida as a
guide for the definition of competenc s required for position such as
student affairs officers (State of Flor da, 1981b), communit college
counselors (State of Florida; 1979), st dent financial aid officer (State
of Florida, 1981c), and registrars and dmissions officers (State if Flor-
ida, 11981a). While individual Commu ity colleges have been s w
utilize the handbOok, they have been u ilizing the other publicatio is for

\staff developm nt and staff evaluation

Personnel Ev uation
A

The eva uation of personnel eniployd by a community coll e

,iS'Tone component of an intricate process by which decisions concern'

A. truth (Ed.) Evaluating Kiraly and Ste. Ncw Directions for Con3rnuJily Collges, no. 41,
San rancisco: Jowy-Bass, March 1983, 1,J
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o staff are made; 'That process regins with the initial selection\of persons
for appointment to the staff, including the in-house development of
staff members and all aspeets of staff evaluation, and culrninates with

, decisions concerning the retention or dismissal 'of personnel.\\Evalua-
tion plays a strategic role in each of the three decision areas. Itdeter-.

--in.ines the validity of selection criteria being used, identifies develop-
mental needs .(:)f staff members, arid develops information required
for'' decisions concerning the retention or dismissal of college staf
members.

The purpose of staff evaluation, along with the other compo-
, nents of the proceSs by which staffing deCisions are made, is to ensure

that staff has the capabilities 'required to attain the college's mission.
Staff memberS are selected on the basis of an assessment of their poten
tial contribution to that.mis-Slon. The purpose of staff development is to
upgrade and increase start contributions to the c011ege Decisions
involved in the retention and disrniSsal of staff members require evi-
cif 'ce. on which to base judgments.'

Evaluation of personnel is one component of the personnel pro-
cess. Thceoncept of Personnel evaluation has been written into the
Florida Achninistrative Code (FAC) (State Board of Education, 1981).
Those standards yequire that each college demonstrate an established
procedure enabling it "to .select and retain employees who can be suc-
cessful in helping the college attain its mission " (State Board Of Educa-
tidn, 1981, 0, '216 A). The code stipulates that the process embrace "the
selection, development, eValuation, and retention procedures which
are related to successful performance of the responsibilities' for which
the persOnnel are employed" (State Board of Education, 1981, 'p. 216

.A). A section .of the .code provides guidelines for staff and ptogram.
developrnent Staff development iS defined as "the,improvement of staff
performance through activities which update or upgrade competencies
required for present or planned positions" (Statelt oard- of Education,
1981, p.. 216 A).

In ,the system thns prescribed for use in Florida communitycol-
leges, evaluation is the assessment of .staff performance in tern's of the
fulfillment of mission: the _ini4ion established for the respective posL.
tions in which the staff members are employed and the mission used to
justify the operation of the -community college. Staff evaluation is-
1inked to the other components of the decision making prOcess that
rnsure the college will be staffed 'to accomplish its mission.

I The next section will consider some of the issues and relation-
ships involved in the development of the system described in the Flor-

i
ida Administrative Code.
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Position Missimi Statements

Before determining the funcfion tb be performed by a 'staff
member, and long before defining theskills that a staff member should
have, it is necessary to describe staffing\ goals..Once these staffing goals
have been determined, it is possible to determine what functions need-

to be-performed by staff members, what skills are necessary for the suc-
cessful performance of those functions, and what criteria can be used to
assess and to certify those skills.

A mission statement for any given position, like the ,mission
statement fOr the college as a whole, should identify what- results are to
be achieved, Mission statements do dot describe 'what the holder of a
position is expected to do, rather, theyIstipulate what the holder of the

position is expected to accomplish.
In order to be .useful, mission statements should express results

in terms that -lend themselVes to verificatiOn. Results should be ex-
pressed in identifiable and measurable terms. Thus staff members and
thoscauthoi:ities to Whom they are responsible know what results are
expectedr, With such a formulation i*n hand, the foundation for the eval-
uation oPthe, incumbent's performance is .established.

The Florida committee that established skills for community
college counselors.(State. of Florida .1979, p. 19) gives the following
example,of a position mission statethent::"Academically or vocationally
undecided students who peek assistance 'from a counselor will-develop
specific academic or vocational plans in line with their interests, abili-

ties, and academic 'potential." In Suggested Perforthance Competencies for

'Student Financial Aid Pfficers in Florida the following mission statements
are found: "Financially needy students who seek assistance from, a
financial aid administrator will receive accurate consumer information
while being helped to obtain appropriate aid. Students will understarid
the conditions under which the award is granted and will be able to
make the best use of the financial resburces that are available. Students
will receive equitable- financial aid based on 'demonstrated financial
need, except where funds are specified for the recognition of' special
talent, through adequate control of such .ffinds by .the financial aid
iiiiministrator" (State of' Florida, 1981c, p. 7).

Once the position mission is adequately formulated, the frame-
work for evaluatiOn of the staff member's performance is completed
with the identification ancf development of measures that will be useci

to assess the extent that expected outcomes are achieved. Product mea-
sures, such as the extent to which the counselor's clients have developed
specific academic or vocational plans or -the extent -to-which financial
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aid funds have been allocated on the basis of need, would be sufficient
were it possible to separate staff evaluation from the other personnel
decisions. As it is, however, product measures must be used along with
other indirect measures. .

Functions and Skills

It is necessary to go beyond the product measures. Such mea-
sures are seldom adequate for use in decisions relating to selection and.
development. Which applicants for a position have the potential for
achieving the mission of that position? What needs _to be done to
strengthen the performance of an incumbent who is not achieving the ex-
pected results? What hope is there that an individual for whom retention
or dismissal considerations are underway can be brought up to an
acceptable level of achievement?

lit order to deal with these questions, it is necessary, first of all,
to identify the major functions involved in the fulfillment of the mission
of the position under consideration. Unlike a mission statement, a
function statement identities what the incumbent needs to do. Function
statements identify roles or categories of activities that are commonly
set forth in job .descriptions. Functions can be identified through the
analysis.of the performance of people in comparable positions who are
attaining the expected results or they can be inferred from the mission
statement. In either case, the relationship between the functions to be
performed in a position and the attainment of the mission for that posi-
tion should be clearly established.

The Florida committee that worked. with competencies for
counselors 'cited "academic advisement" and "personal and social coun-
seling" as examples of functions in which community college counselors
engage. "Helping students make a choice of a career or career change"
was given as an example of a task involved in carrying out a function
(State of Florida, 1979).

The identification of the functions expected of staff members
provides convenient units to assess an applicant's previous experience.
Successful performance of a given function in one setting affords evi-
dence on which to base anticipated performance in the new position.
Similarly, function is a convenient unit for the evaluation of per-
formance, as distinct from product. Evaluations made to diagnose
problems of staff members who are not achieving results can pinpoint
functions for which miire detailed analysis is requi ed.

Additional analysis requires an identificatio of the skills in-
volved in the functions in question and the establishrnent of measures
for assessing those skills. The abilities to be integrated with knowledge
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and, attitudes tic( essary to carry out each function must be determined.
The Florida committee on community college counseling (State of'
Florida, 1979, pp. 32-35) listed some sixty skills that Florida Colleges
agreed were necessary for counselors._Among those listed were the fol-
lowing: "Communicates infOrmation accurately," "uses and responds to
body±unguage," "acts in a supportive and cooperative manner with col-
leagues," "uses informed judgment in selecting intervening strategies."

The definition of Skills needed by staff members completes the
structure begun by defining mission and identifying function. This
structure serves all components involved in personnel decision making:
seleetion, development, evaluation, and retention. Staff evaluation Can
then aid in making informed decisions about selection and dtv'elopment
of personnel. Only then is it possible to determine-whether staff mem-
bers who have not yet met expectations established for their nOsitions
haye.potential for doing so.

Implementation of the Concept

Any institution concerned with the extent to which it is fulfilling
the expectations of constituents or any institution that wants to assess
the adequacy of its personnel process can implement the accountabil-
ity standards set by Florida community colleges. The step's that need to
be taken -follow.

,
1. A necessary first step in tne implementation of the concept of

an integrated, rational system for personnel decisions must be the deter-
mination by the college community as a whole that such decisions must
be made on the basis of their impact on the capability of the college to
achieve its mission.

2. Once that determination has been made, statements are
developed and agreed to about the college mission and the accountabil-
ity of all units and each position in those units- to that mission. The
attainment of the mission by each unit of the college should add up to
the attainment of the mission of the college as a whole.

3. Once the mission statements have been developed and agreed
to by employees and the board of trustees, the functions to be performed
by staff' members in each position need to be identified and described.

4. When these functions have been described, the skills required
to perform those functions must be defined.

5. Once the mission statements have been completed and func-
tions and requil ed skills have been identified, direct and indirect mea-
sures need to be developed. Direct measures, or product measures, will
measure the extent to which a position, a unit of the college, or the col-
lege as a whole is achieving what is expected of it. Indirect measures will
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be .applied to pro( ess variables; as 'such they will be used to detevine
how well Innctions are being pertormed and the competence of staff
members. -

6. A procedural design must be"developed to minimize the time
required to implement the concept and to Make use of-the results.

An institution that follows these steps can expect to have a clear
view of what it expects to achieve, an understanding of the way in
which each unit contributes to the college as a whole, and astaff that
shares in that vision.

Not every institution will be in a position to do all of thatnor
does every institution need- to begin with step one and to _proceed
straight through step six. Like any other cyclical system, this concept
invites entry at any point; depending on which parts of the system
serve purposes of the user.

Institution's needing td make a comprehensive reassessment
would do well to start at the_ beginning of the cycle. Institutions con-
cerned about updating and upgrading position.descriptions do not
need to initiate the full-blown process; rather, the work ought to begin
with the'time-and way in which other related activities are brought into
play. ,

One institution, reluctant to initiate a project of the magnitude
involved in full implementation, did ekactly that. In that institution,
there was 4 general dissatisfaction with position descriptions and the
uses beiag made of them. The authorities>responsible for the redesign
of position descriptions accepted the eoncept. Under-their guidan&,
position description formats were modified to include Omission state-
ment for each position, a listing of the major. functions to be performed
by the incumbent, and a description of the skills heeded to perform
those functions. As position descriptions were developed by staff
members and their supervisors, departments and divisions realized

.that mission statements were needed, although such statements were
not among the initial products in that institution.

Readerf's interested in staff evaluation will see ways of entering
the system, Whether their orientation is toward process or product eval:
uation. The likelihood of using all components of the concept will be
increased as they consider the role of evaluation of staff in staff selec-
tion, staff development, and staff'retention.

A group reviewing the relative weight given in an evaluation-
system to performance of the several functions expected to be carried
out by history teachers, for example, can inquire- into the relationship
between each of the fUnetions and the attainment of expected results..
Functions that contribute to student achievement can be distinguished
from those that coreitribute to institutional operation but that do not
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affect student achievement. Should staff development, following unsat:
isfactory performance rattag, be-the concern, the skills found lacking
should be examined.

To review the design and uses of an evaluation system, the
extent to which the evaluation contributes to criteria used for staff
selection should be considered, Do selection criteria result in . the
appointment of individuals whose job performance is satisfactory?
Which criteria contribute most..? Which criteria could be loosened up to
broaden the'pool of applicants without jeopardizing performance of
critical functions?

An evaluation system that does not validate selection criteria is
one that needs further work. The same thing can be said of a system
that does not pinpoint staff* development needs or one that does not
create a defensible basis for dismissal -and retention decisions.

N,Vhat parts of the concept prove to be useful, how the concept
can be used, and how concept implementation should be structured
depend upon the way in which any given institution perceives its needs
and what it wants to,do about them.

Summary

Decisions involved in the evaluation of comniunity college per-
sonnel are inextricably interwoven .with other decisions involved in the
selection, deVelopment, and retention of staff. While staff evaluation
should be 'firmly grounded on Clearly defined mission statements, both
fbr positions and the college as a whole, only product evaluation can be
accomplished on the basis of mission alone. With the identification of
functions involved in the fulfillment of mission and the definition 'of the
skills required for successful performance of those functions, there is an
adequate basis for evaluation to play its proper role in selection, devel-
opment, and retention of personnel.

When all three coMponents mission statements, function
identification, and the definition of skills required for the successful
performance of functionsof product and process evaluation are
undertaken, decisions relating to staff, selection, development, evalba-
tion, and retention can then function as an integrated whole':
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Both faculty developrnent and faculty evaluation are
essential elements in institutional improvernent.

(

Faculty Development:
A Necessary Corollary
to Faculty Evoluation

James Hammons

The purposes of this chapter are to (1) discuss the commonalities between
faculty 'development and faculty evaluation; (2) point out the differences
between the two concepts; (3) illustrate why, in practice, each is likely
to fail unless accompanied by the other; and (4) show how the two are
key elements in any attempt at organizational change. While the pri-
Ynary basis for this chapter is practical experience gained in working
with over one hundred and thirty community colleges in forty states
and Canadian provinces and from having assisted dozens of teams
from other colleges in developing plans for faculty development or fac-
ulty evaluation, the major theme of the chapter also rests on a firm
theory base to be discussed later.

Areas of Commonality

Faculty development and evaluation have the same goals
improved individual performance leading to' improved organizational
performance. As Arieola points out in the next chapter, both are alike

A Smith (Ed Eadaatong Faruh,y and Ay- New Directions for CoSomunily Colleges, no. 41.
San Fran( two. Jr:way-Han, March 1983 75
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in that they are viewed by flunky with a certain amount of-appreten-
sion, suspicion; fear, and hostility..Both occur to some degree without...
formal institutional action; .lnformal evaluation occurs constantly and
staff are always involved in 'acquiring 'new knowledge and skills:

Nhile the ends sought by each are common, as shown in Figure 1,
they difkr significantly in focus, objectives, arid the role of the super-
visor and suboidinate. Implicit' in faculty.deNcelopment programs is the
assumption that each faculty member will 1:1, around in the future; the
primary objective is to assess strengths and 4aknesses in order to help
growth. With this goal in mind, supervisors assume the-role of counselor-
friend. Faculty are free to-involve themselves \iri learning without wor-
rying that participating in staff development is a de facto admission of
incompetence and -likely to lead to criticism.

In contrast, the 'primary lbcus of faculty evaluation is part per-
formance. Procedures are designed to facilitate the making of assess-
ments for purposes of personnel decisions. As a consequence, super-
visors are aTquired to act as judges while faculty react defensively.

Fat ulty development aims to improve performance by improv-
ing the ability level of faculty. This is done by training managers in
techniques of selecting qualified faculty, by taking care to see that new
faculty _are Properly oriented, and by making sure that training and

Figure 1. A Comparison of Faculty Development
and Faculty Evaluation

Fat ultylDevelopmenl Faculty Evaluation

1"inu4 . Ftnure Performance ' Past Perforinance
.

Olne(lives Assess: Strengths and .

Weaknesses
Improve Perforniance

Rate Performance
"lenure, Merit Pay,
Promotion

Role ol Supermmr 6F0 Counsel, Help
ii'. Guick

,
. To judge or to Evaluau.

_

Roleof I'Mully
_

Active Involvement
in Learning

Passive or Reactive
Frequently to
Defend Them:selves

tine: Adaptcd Iron) Cummings and Schwab, 1973, p. 5.
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other d&elopment opportunities exist to keep faCulty abreast* hew
demands\ In contrast, faculty evaluation seeks to improve performance,

.
by establi\shing goals or criteria and to measure performance against \

, those goaks in the hope that this will motivate individuals-Th peyform L

better. \
1

Areas of CO petence

Evalu tion and development repreSent a substantial 'influence
for positive ch nge. Ato_neas_will-be-shown shortly, each is insufficient.
Most institutio is have neither, orone, but rarely both. Surprisingly,
when both facu ty development and faculty evaluation are.absent, the
results are often better than when one 'of the two is presenta sort, of
ignorance is bliss phenomenon. However, when one is present without
the,other, short-t ,rm gains are usually followed by the disappointing
finding that the .i't stitution has not changed. Two examples follow.

College A i an illustration of what can- happen when a.faculty -

developrnent progiam exsts without a faculty evaluation program.
After careful consid .ration, the President decided to implement a com--
prehensive, faCulty development program. He did all the right
things informed th board, brought in a 'welt-known consultant to;
orient the facultytb t e benefits tube gained, and, following the recom-:,"

tnendations of the co'tisultant, appointed a hand-picked, concerned,1
and well-thought-of faCulty development committee. A faculty'member
on the comiiiittee was given time to coordinate the program and a gen-
eroug budgetail allocation was made after a survey of 'faculty develop-
ment needs was compleired. During the first year, a number of well-
planned programs, whict a substantial number of faculty attended and
rated highly, were conducted. By the end of the year, several facult);
received summer fellowAhips to revise their courses to incorporate
newly learned skills. As the president*ated in his annual report that

year, the college had a fully functioning faculty development plan.
Equally positive results were noted the following year. Then,' a

strange phenomenon was cibserved. The number of faculty completing
the annual faculty, needs sUrvey dropped significantly. Attendance, at
committee-sponsored faculty development programs began a stody
decline, culininatirig when 'a well-known and competent outside re-
source person arrived for a highly publicized seminarand only ,ten
faculty showed .up.

Of even more concern were faculty who had been experiment-
ing with s .veral new ideas learned in earlier development programs.
They disc mitinued their efforts and reverted back to teaChing as they
had been )efore the faculty development program began. The ins,titu-

,if
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-lion was the same it had been before the program. The president asked
the staff development committee to emplay an outside person to look
into the matter,,find out what had happened, and to make recommen-
dations. A month later the consultant's report was received. Excerpts
from it follow.

V.

Faculty are still generally positive to the idea of faculty
development. They readily admit the need to irnpi"o-4, and sev-
eral -report encouraging results from changes implemented 'as a
result of their using i'deas learned in the program. In short, the
faculty development program seems to have done what it was
established to do.

The basic problem, in the words of one faculty partici-
pant, is that ."there are no institutional rewards for making
instructior-1 changes. I spent nights and weekends improving
my courses, neglected my husband and kids, let my tennis game
go to pot, gained weight, and for what The same salary increase
as the turkey next door to me who didn't participate in the pro-
gram and who hasn't changed -his teaching in five years! My
kids are getting older while I'm not getting any younger. Why
should I sacrifice part of these years for nothing?"

1'he recommendation was to implement a faculty etAluation
system.

I
, .,

In College B, where the emphasis was placed on developing,a
faculty evaluatiOn system, the same scenario was followed, 'with differ-
ent people and A different focus. The president, with the .board's full.'
support, decideil that the college, after fifteen year% without one, needed
a faculty tivaluation system that recognized merit and rewarded per-
sons contributing to' the achievement of instinitional goals and objec-
tives. Due to th history of the institution and the sensitive nature -of
the task, develop ng the system took rn.uch longer. However, after two
years, the faculty committee's final report, developed with the assistance
of an outside conSultant, recommended an evaluation plan which the
faculty senate endorsed by a 67 percent vote and which the consultant
described as "one of the best faculty evaluation systems in the countr "

After orienting the faculty to the system and training the chair-
persons irr their roles, the system was implemented. Two years later,
the president was alarmed by a disturbing finding thg institution was
basically thc same as it had been before the faculty evaluation system
'was implemented. Instructional innovation was not appreciably differ-
ent, no noticeable gains were made in the percentage of those involved,
in community service, and the attrition rate had not changed.

1 ,
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A consultant was hired to look into ."why the syste wasn't
working., Six weeks later, when the consultant's report was eceived,
the essence of the problem was revealed in one paragraph.

You have an excellent, faculty evaluation plan, in fact it
could easily be used As a model plan for other colleges. Although

_ not unanimously so, the faculty are generally supportive of. it.
Unfortunately, the implementation of the plan has not resulted ,

in significant changes in faculty performance. Faculty, like the
rest of us, don't do things they feel uncomfortabldoing. conse%
qucntly, whil+, rewards are attached to using innovative instruc-
.tional strategieg and becoming involved in community Service
activities, most faculty are not engaging in these activides..,be-.
cause they don't feel confident in their abilities in those areas.

An analogy can be drawn with a,young single man who
attends a dance where several attractivz, young single ladies are
present. He wants to dance with them and he is fully aware of
the possible benefits if he were to do so. But he hesitates because
he is not a good dancer and does not want to embarrass himself.
Your faculty are much the same. Some want to experiment with
new teaching strategies and others would like to get invOlved in
community service projects. Unfortunately, because they lack

'0.c. the knowledge and skills they believe to be prerequisite, they
hold back.

The recommendation was to start a good faculty development
program. 1

In the two examples above, both colleges had the same goal
improved faculty performance leading to improved institutional perfor-
mance. Both were successful in irnplementing either a faculty develop-
ment plan or a faculty evaluation. system. Both experienced short-term
gains and. both failed to achieve any significant long-term gains in
performance.

An indication of why either faculty development or faculty eval-
uation alone is inadequate, why each is a necessary adjunct to the
other, and why both are needed is found in the writings bf Cummings
and Schwab (1973). They suggest that there are three basic factors
influencing performance in organizations atlility, motivation, and cli-
mate. Change efforts directed at any one or two of these are predes-
tined to fail.

Ability, or what a person can do, is influenced by a faculty
development program and by selecting good people and placing them
in the right job. Motivation, or the desire. to ,use ability, is influenced

Cgi 1.
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by an evaluation systent that provides desirable rewards Ind .by the
knowledge that one is able to perform as expected. both ability and
motivation are essentiahelements in any attempt at impro ing.perfor-',
Mance. However, alOne..or together, they are insufficient:

Any successful attempt at improving performanc must also
consider a third element, climate. Climate is a more difficu t conc,ept to
eomprehend. Climate refers to "a set of characteri..fics that describe an
organization, distinguiSh it from other organiza:iOns, a e relatively
enduring over time, and influence the behavior 9f the people it it"

(Campbell and others, 1970, p. 389). The mahy,dimensio s of climate
include such things as interaction with colleagues, ade uacy of the
conmensationsystem, pressures fOr conformity, fairness of the reward
system,0existence and adherencelto standardS, equity of workload, use
of unneCessary status sy'mbols,- and the behavior of leaders. A model
that shows the interrelatedrias7of ability, motivation and climate iS
shown iit Figure .2. J

Even a cursory examination of the model indio/ates that any suc-
cesSful attempt at improving.performance must affe t all three factors,
not just one Ur two of them.

A .Compretwnsive Approach

, Any successful attempt at improving performanc1 e Must affect
all three determindhts of.perforinance. A practical way of combining

Figure 2. Factors IrifluenciirPrforrnanc.e

CLIMATE 'INDIVIDUAL]

Status
Supervisforr
Colleaaues. ,
ComPensation
Workload
Rdward System

Source. Adapted fr,6m Cummings and Schwab, 1973 -p. 2.
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I all three 1 zto a general peaOrmance impr ivement program s to start
1 with an as 'essment of the'clitnate of the college. There are a nurnber of
instrumen s available/for this pur ose (Watts, 1982). Once those

, ,
...-

dimension of climate beli /ved to be signi cant distractors to perfor-
mance hav been identifiied, the institution c n begin to improve them.

Sim ltaneously, 'a/ faculty developr rnt progrard should , be
started foil wing well-established guidelines Harnmons, Wallace and
W 'us, 1977 . Since resurrection is always mo e difficult than birth and
b caUse of e financial /costs involved, an iknmediate focus of these
progranis shi uld be to ensure that those perso s responsible for select- '
ing new facility are traired in selecting the ri ht faculty for the right
position, and, that a carelfully planned orientatk n program for new fac-

, ,Ulty is in plice (Hammuns, 1973). ,

, I

Mean hile, nother task force shoUld b hard at'work2-develop
ing a faculty val atioin system complete with, a clearly defined faculty
position descypt'on, ltated purposes of the sYstem, clear and objective
criteria, apprO riate standards, and feasible prOcedures.

Once tf e climate dimensions with,low ratings have been identi-
, lied and actioii inititUed to improve them; and faCulty developMent and

! appraisal plans have been developed,and implemented, the ess,.'ntial
elements will be in,,Oace for a fully functioning performance impiove-

tment program;. ,

, Any ,faLultyievaluation system implemented withqut an accom-
,

panying faculty deyelopment program or witi out attention to Climate
!,factor's influenicng I motivation is doomed to e entual failure, just as is

any other effoit lirnited to only one or two of he determinants 'of per-
I '

formanc
I

e, I j. i

It is apiprol riate to remind the reader that is is possible though
! not probable,Itha an effort'which neglects any one, or two, of., he three

determinants ,of erforrnance may show short-term results. However,
given a sufficjen time, it is highly improbable that meaningful change

;
will occur.:

j
/

The me§ age in this is a sobering one. FOr institutional petfor-
ma4ce to irnpr ,ve, individual and institutional ,change§ are necessary:
An possiile ask?: Only for those institutions administered by leaders I

iwho are ui will, ng to change, Who are willing to settle for less than can i

'be, nd w io h. ve ceased to dream of what could be. 1
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Identifying and roping with the basic elements of faculty
resistance and administrator apathy are at the hiart of the
problem in establishing any faculty evaluation or faculty
development program.

Establishing Successful
Taculty'Evaluation and
Develofiment Programs

Raoul A. Arreola

If we wish to establish a successful faculty evaluation or development
program,,,the question a'. to.what constitutes success needs to be an-
swered. geldin (1980) Las defined in some detail those elements that
constitute a successful faculty evaluation program. Numerous authors
(Centra, 1979; Genova and others, 1976; Grasha, 1977; Miller, 1972)
have described various models, strategies, and issues that must 'be
attended to in establishing any faculty evaluation program. Others,
notably Gaff (1975) and. Bergquist and Phillips (1975, 1977) have
described in detail the elements that constitute a good faculty develop-
ment program. Additional handbooks and publications on the topic
abound so it is not necessary to tackle the individual components of
those programs,At this point. The issue addressed here is how to estab-
lish programs that have a chance of succeeding.

Defining Success

A successful faculty eValuation program can be defined as one
tliat provides inforination which faculty, administrators, and, where

A. Smith (Ed.). Evaluating Faculty and ski New Cirectinna for Community Collers, no. 41.
San Francisco. Jossey-Ilass, March 1983.
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apprOpriate, students, consider important and useful. Note that by this
definition no particular set of elements, forms, questionnaires, work-
shops, or procedures is being suggested. There.is purposely no refer-
ence to die word "valid." The issue of the validity of faculty evaluation
;-:ystecis and programs will be discussed later. However, one thing is
dear. If the facuhy evaluation system or program that is devised is con-
sidered by the-faculty to be fair and useful, it is functionally valid
regardless of its validity in some statistical or psychometric Sense.

Taking.this. same orientation to faculty development programs,
a successfnl faculty development program isone perceived by the faculty
as being a valuable resource.or tool in assisting them to solve problems
or acIneve goals that both they and the administration consider to be
important. From this perspective, the -problem of establishing success-
ful .factilty evaluation and development programs does not lie so 'Much
in 'not knowing what procedureS to follow in evaluating faculty, not
knowing,how to develop new skills or'enhance old ones. The problem
lies in getting faculty and administrators to change their behavior in
impotant and fundamental ways.

Obstacles to Establishing Successful Programs

If we examine the problem of how to establish faculty evaluation
and development programs as not so much a technical one of develop-
ing thelight questionnaires or procedures and look at it for what it really
is, a problein in getting large numbers of intelligent, highly educated,
and independent people to change their behavior, then we have a much
greater chance of establishing a successful program. There are two
major reasons why faculty evaluation and development programs fail:
(1) the administration, is not interested in whether or not they succeed,
arid (2) the faculty are against it. Thpfirst reason will be referred to as

, adniinistrator apathy and the second-4s faculty resistance. A close look
at these two obstacles to establishingesuccessful faculty evaluation 'and
development programs can determine ways to overcome them.

Administrator Apathy. Of the above two 'threats to success,
administrator apathy is- the more deadly. If the administration is apa-
thetic toward or actively againsi the whole pl'ogram it will not succeed.
Anyone v.ho has encountered a successful faculty evaluation and
development program can point to one top administrator with a strong
commitment to the establishment and maintenance of the program.
Having ,a top administrator strongly committed to the program is a
necessary but not sufficient condition for success. The reasons for 'this
will become obvious as we examine the issue.
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One of the inorecommon situations found in colleges and uni-
versities is one where a secondary-level administrator, say a vice presi-
dent or academic dean, is strongly committed to the establishment of a
faculty evaluation and development program. The top-level adminis-
trator of the institution may be in favor of the program, apathetic
toward it, or resistant io it. In the case of apathy, it is necessary to
demonstrate to the top administrator the potential benefits of the pro-.
gram in terrns of impfoved instruction, improved learning, better fac-
ulty production, and better personnel decisions and Management.

Resistance by. ,the top-level administrator creates a. difficult
problem. Resistance to faculty evaluation -and development prograths
revolve around two issues: cost of the program and fedi uf luss of con-

trol in the personnel decision-making process. Faculty evaluation and
development programs can vary widely in their cost; institutions need
not spend great amouri'ts of money to have moderately successful and
effective programs.

The fear of loss of control or threat to authority is a much more
difficult problem tO address. Several approaches have been helpful in
this situation. Establishment of the program on purely an experimental
basis for a period of tWo years, enables the administrator to utilize the
results of the program as he or she sees- fit. A consultant brought in
from another institution where a -suecessful faculty evaluation and
development program alreadyin place can present an objective view to
the administration as to how such a program can be made to benefit the
institution as 'a whole. Another good strategy is to entice the resistant
top administrator to attend one of the several national conferences on
faculty evaluation and development that are-held around the country.
In any case, it is helpful for the,pdministrator to see that his or her fears
andconcerns do npt have to be realized.

A less common situation is one where a faculty evaluation and
development program is initiated by the faculty. This generally means
that they are unhappy with the present formal or informal program
being operated by the administration. This situation can easily lead to
administrative apathy toward a revised program and perhaps to out-
right resistance for the reasons noted above. The key is to gain the sup-.

port of at least a secondary-level adniinistrator, so that some resource.,
can be allocated for 'an experimental trial of some part of the proposed

:!-program. Administrator apathy diminishes the chances of implement-
ing a successful faculty evaluation and development program. In the
situation of administrator resistance the chances of implementing a
successful-program drop practically to zero.

Faculty Resistance.. Administrative commitment is -a necessary
s

4
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but not sufficient condition for establishing a successful faculty evalua-
tion and development program. It is also necessary to have faculty
acceptance.,Faculty resistance to the establishment of evaluation and
development programs' sterns from numerous sources. Most of the
resistance, however, reflects two or three major concerns. In examining
these concerns let's begin, once again, by stating the obvious: No one
enjoys being evaluated. Few people enjoy being told that they need to
improve, or worse, need to. be developed, especially people who have
sperit six t&eight years in college being evaluated and developed to the,
point where they were awarded advanced degrees. The overall
phenomenon of faculty resistance is composed of two reactions: resis-
tance to being evaluated and apathy toward being developed. Resis-
tance to being evaluated appears to grow out of three basic concerni:
resentment of the implied assumption that faculty may be incompetent
in their subject area, suspicion that they will be evaluated by unqualified
peopleand an anxiety that they will be held accountable for perfor-
mance in an area in which they may have little or no training or inter-
est. This last amtiety is not unusual or unexpected, even though most
faculty may attribute most of their concern to the second factor. Milton
and Shoben (1968, p. xvii) point out the basis for this anxiety when
they state that "college teaching is probably the only profession,in the
world for which no specific training is required. Theprofession of scho-
larship is rich in prerequisites for entry, but not that of instruction."

This statement holds the key, to faculty resistance to the estab-
lishment of faculty evaluation and development programs. Faculty are
understandably resentful of being tacitly. questioned on their compe-
tence in an area "rich iri prerequisites" for which they have been well-
trained. They are, not surprisingly, apathetic toward the idea of receiv-
ing further training. They also view with some concern and trepidation
the prospect of being evaluated in an area in Which they may have little
or no training or interest namely the design, development, and deliv-
ery of instruction.

Several publications have addressed the issue of overComing
faculty resistance to evaluation programs. Grasha (1977) devotes a sec-
tion to faculty resistance, O'Connell and Smartt (1979) repeatedly
mention it as a concern, and Seldin (1980) suggests six steps to over-
come such resistance. Arreola (1979) deals with the issue of precluding,
much faculty resistance by systematically involving them in critical
steps in the development of the program. Each of these sources provides
guidelines, procedures, and strategies that may be employed to assist in
overcoming faculty resistance. It is useful, however, to examine some
of the major dimensions of the problem that may not be immediately
apparent.
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Common Errors

Several common errors are made when establishing faculty
evaluation and development programs that reduce their chances of suc-
cess. The first and most common error is committed when a faculty
evaluation program is tmplemented without reference or clear relation
to a faculty development program. When this is done, the message the
faculty are likely to receive is "We're going to lind out what 'you're doing
wrong and get you for it." If an integrated faculty evaluation and devel-
opment program is implemented, the message sent is "We're going to
help you determine your strengths and weaknesses and provide you
with the resources you need- to-both enhance your strengths and over-
come your weaknesses."

Unfortunately, most often only a faculty evaluation program is
implemented. Even then the form of its implementation almost guar-
antees faculty, r-esistance. Generally, a faculty evaluation program
begins by constructing or adopting a questionnaire that is Administered
to students. These questionnaires usually contain questions that the
faculty perceive as boiling down to "Does this instructor know his or her
stuff?", and "How would you rate this person compared to otherteachers
you have had?" The questionnaires are usually analyzed by computer
and the results sent to the department chairman, college dean, or, in

some instances, directly to the president. This action triggers all the
concerns- and anxieties that result in full-blown faculty resistance.
Couple this, as occasionally happens, with a student publication that
lists the best and worst teachersperceived as job-threatening by the
untenured and hostile and negative reactions from the faculty are
guaf-anteed.

Om the other side of the coin, when faculty development pro-
grams are installed without reference toan evaluation system, apathy
tends to run rampant among the faculty. This is not to say that the pro-
grams may not be innovative, creative, and effective for those who do
participate. But what commonly occurs in the absence of a tie to an
evaluation system is that only those faculty who are already committed
to the concept of self-improvement, who are already wedded to the idea
of becoming as effective and efficient as possible both as teachers and
researchers, will be the ones who seek the program out. Thus, the fac:
ulty who need develOping the least will be the ones who tend to use the
program the most. Those faculty who. don't have that commitment and
who genuinely need developing tend to avoid it. If a faculty develop-
ment program is mandatory, based on the referral of the dean or de-
partment chairman, it is very easy for the program to take on the aura
of being for losers onlya place where faculty are sentenced to several
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weeks of development when they are.caught with a poor syllabus, a bad
grade distribution, or declining enrollments.

How do we overcome these not inconsiderable obstacles? There,.
is no easy ilnswer to this question. However, the following suggestions,
cautions, and strategies gleaned from the experiences of those trying to
establish faculty evaluation and development programs may prove
useful.

-
Guidelines for Overcoming Obstacles
and Avoiding Errors

1, Ident4 and enlist the aid of a higher level administrator
committed to the establishinent of an integrated faculty evaluation and
development progrvrc-H-e-t-t-r-sheinust be prepared to-overcome a year
to eighteen months )of faclty resistance, some of which can become
quite vocal.

2. Expect fac It), to resist. Experience has shown that faculty
resistance undergoes five predictable stages.

Stage I : Dist!' nful denial stage. During this stage, faculty gen-
en ta c attitude- that "It'll never work" or, in the case of ol&
tit ters, "We tried that ten years ago. It didn't work .theh and it's not
gol,ng to work this time either."

:Stage 2: Hostile resistance stage. During this stage, faculty begin
,to realize that the administration is going ahead with the development
and implementation of the program in the face of all logic, reason, and
sanity. Faculty senate meetings are hot and heavy. Special subcommit--
tees-are appointed. Complaints flow into the various levels of adminis-
tration.

Stage 3: Apparent acquiescence stage. Faculty 'seem/ to resign
themselves to the fact that an arbitrary and overly complex program is
gtiing to be implemented despite objections. Most faculty hope that if
they ignore the program it will go away. A few vOices of support are
heard at this stage, however.

Stage 4: Attemiat to scuttle stage. At this stage, certain elements,
of the faculty andperhaps some department chairmen or deans greatly
exaggerate the impact of the problems the system is causing. Some iso-
lated incidents of outright misuse of the system may be perpetrated in
an effort to Tet the program to collapse. Pressure on the sponsoring
administrator to resign is intensified.

Stage 5: Grudging acceptance stage. After eighteen months to
two years of operation, faculty find, that the program can actually be of
some value once in.a while. When all faculty are nearly equally but
minimally unhappy with the program, the faculty resistance barrier
will have been successfully overcome.
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It should be apparent at this point why administrator commit-

g
ment is so critical to the success of any fac ilty evaluation and develop-
ment proram. Only that commitm can the institutiqn through
the first feW Stages of faculty resistance. If the administrator'responsijale
for the implementation of the program is a second-level adtninistraf9r
and has to fight apathy or resistance in the top-leel administrator, the'
probability of sucCess is smaller and the probability of that administra-
tor looking for another job is greater'.

3. Be prepared to respond to common, faculty concerns. Some
of these concerns, and the responses that have been found helpful
include:

Students aren't competent to evaluate-me!" It needs to be made clear
that most evaluation systems do not ask students to actually evaluate
faculty in the sense that students make decisions about the faculty in
any definitive way. Students are solicited for their opinions; percep-
tions, and reactions. This information is considered along with other
information from other sources when the evaluation is carried out by
the appropriate person or committee.

"Teaching is too complex an activity to be evaluated validly!" The best
response to the concern is to point out that faculty are being evaluated
in their teaching all the time by their colleagues and administrators. An
evaluation program makes that evaluation fairer and more systematic.

"You can't reduce somethi.,g as complex as an evaluation of my perfor-
mance to a numbersome things just can't be measured!" Remember, in re-

. sponding to this and similar concerns, that an infallible, absolutely
valid and accuratc method of evaluating the totality of faculty perfor-
mance has not been developed. The best response to this concern is to
pointout that faculty are evaluated and their evaluation translated into
a number every time-a decision is made about merit raises, assuming
merit raises are given at the institution. Evaluation programs attempt
to. improve existing informal and perhaps unstructured systems by
developing an objective, systematic, and fair set of criteria based on
numerical values. Faculty Consistently reduce-The evaluation of com-
plex student learning achirvement to numbers; and based on those
numbers, colleges award credit anddegrees. As a profession we are not
inexperienced in the process of summarizing evaluations of complex
behaviors as numerical values.

4. Establish a faculty evaluation and development center or
office, preferably not located in the office of the vice president or dean.
One efficient and cost-effective way to do this is to combine the media
center, test scoring office, and any other instructional support or devel-
opment office into one organizationally integrated unit. This unit
should be under the direction of ,someone trained in evaluation and
instructional development or eduCational psychology, and most impor-

.
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tant, someone who has an affably nonthreatening manner that inspires
confidence. Remember, the objective is to change the behavior of fac-
ulty and administrators. The person in charge of the faculty evaluation
and development facility should be able to grasp and deal with this con-
cept in a positive manner.

5. Establish a faculty advisory board. Although the faculty
evaluation and development unit will ultimately report to the dean or
vice president, it helps to have a faculty advisory board. The board can
be elected by the faculty, tf.e faculty senate,'or appointed by an appro-
priate administrator. In any case, there should be some mechanism for
faculty "to-have input into the policy development affectitig the opera-
tion of the center and the program, even if that input is only advisciry in
nature.

6. Consider using a consultant. An outside consultant can play
-an important role in the process of overcoming faculty and administra-
tive resistance. The consultant serves as a va/uable conduit between
faculty and the administration by communicating concerns, suspi-
cions, and fears expressed by the faculty to the administration. The
consultant can also assure administrators that other institutions have
been able to implement successful programs. The function of serving as
a conduit between faculty and administrators is often critical in the
early stages of faculty resistance. The consultant can act as a lightning
rod for dll complaints, criticisms, and confessions that might not ordi-
narily be expressed to a local colleague.

One of the' most effective means of utilizing a consultant for this
purpose is to hold an open faculty meeting where, with the appropriate
administrators preserit, the consultant presents an outline of the pro-
posed faculty evaluation and development program and then responds
to questions and comments. Often in this forum, the faculty criticize
the ideas presented by the consultant, or criticize the planned program
as if the consultant were solely responsible for the entire effort. What is
really being communicated in this setting is a concern or an expression Q
of opposition to the administration's proposals or practices 'without- a-----
direct confrontation with the administration. Breakthroughs in faculty
.resistance often occur in these forums. This approach also gives the
administration the opportunity to present proposals which can then
receive a more honest appraisal by the faculty than they ordinarily
might, with little risk being taken by either the faculty or the adminis-
tration.

7. Integrate faculty evaluation and development programs.
Make certain that for every element of the faculty evaluation program
there is a cOrrespqnding and concomitant element in the faculty devel-
opment program. For example, if an instructor's syllabus is going to be
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evaluated as part of' the overall evaluation of teaching; be sure-that-
in the development program there are workshops, semihars, o mate-
rials available showing an instructor how to construct a. good syllabus.
ThiS--approach ensures that faculty have institutionally supported
recourse when the evaluation system aetects a weakness in their per-
formance.

8. Use a variety of sources irA4the evaluation system. Make cer-
tain that the faculty evaluation program includes and utilizes input
from such sources as peers, self, and fidministrators as well as students-.
ft is important to specify the impact each of these various sources of
inforw-tion has on the total evaluation.

. Make every effort' to ensure that the faCulty evaluation pro-
gram is functionally, valid. The aspects of faculty performance being
evaluated should be ones that both the faculty and the administration
believe ought to be evaluated. In establishing the program's functional
validity, it is important to remember that the process of evaluation
recluires that a set of data be weighed against a set dvalues. If the data
show that the performance of an individual corresponds to the values
being utilized or assumed by the evaluator, that individual is evaluated
favorably. If the faculty member's rerformance is atodds with the eval-
uator's values, an unfavorable evaluation restlts.

To the extent that faculty are either unsure of, or disagree with,
the assumed value structure of the faculty evaluation program, they
will consider the program to not be valid at d will thus resist it. Fun-
tional validity, or the exterit to which the faculty believe in the fairness
and utility of the faculty evaluation program is, in large measure, a
function of the degree to which they are,aware of, and agree with, the
assumed values in the evaluation program. There are a number of spe-
cific and effective steps that can be taken to establish the functional
validity of a faculty evaluation program. These steps are described
more fully in Arreola (1979).

10. Make certain that detailed faculty evaluation information is
provided primarily and exclusively to the instructor. Policies may be
establishe'd tfiat call for mandatory periodic review of the evaluation in--
formation by an administrator, but the issue of the initial control of the
information must be resolved early so that the faculty evaluation and
development unit does,notcome to be seen as a watchdog agency for-
the administration. If this occurs, the development or self-improvement
function of the program is severely diminished.

11. Establish a facilitative reward structure. That is, establish
policies that ereat documented faculty development efforts ih a fashion
similar to that of publication and research efforts. Successful faculty
developmerthand instructional improverhent_efforts should contribute
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Meaningfully to promotion,, tenure, and, where possible,: merit-pay
decisions.

12. Tie promotiDn, -tenure, and merit-pay decision-making
procedures as directly to the faculy evaluation and development pro-
gram as possible. This last 'suggestion is critical if the program is to
achieve true success. Once we dispense with those few faculty who have
a passionate drive for disc6vering truth through research regardless of,
cost, those who teach for the sheer loVe oFteaching and would do so even
if they Were not paid, ancl-those_who" are bent on a never-ending quest.
for st41--aetualization, self-development, and self-improvement, we are
left with the great majority of faculty who are profoundly influenced ir
their professional performancG by thosesaspects of job security, pres-

_ tige, and monetary reward that their' institution controls. If facuLY per=
-eeive that ctisions'concerning their careers are still going to be carried
out byc an administrator who may or may not utilize faculty evaivation
and developinent data in' a /systematic, !fair, and predictable manner',
the program will ultimatelytfail. This is :true no matter how benevolent,
the administration/May be. Only wheil faculty realize that,obtaining
the rewards their profession and institution has to offer is a function of
their performance and thus under--their control, and that_ the faculty
evaluaiion and developmot program is a valuable tool in helping them
both identify and oLercome the obstacles standing between them and
these rewards, will the program haye a.chance of success. Only when:
the administration realizes that wellconstructed faculty evaluation and
°development programs do not diminish their ability to diTect the course

\ and quality of their instiputionS, but rather enhance and strengthen if,
will a truly succeSsful/fatulty evalua ion and\development program
have been established.
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Evaluation of community College personnel is not an

impossible task if administrators take into account hiring,

staff development, and retention models used by buliness

and industry

Evaluating, Developing;
and Promoting
Community College Staff

Frank Airs .

Staff evaluation should be the end result of a college-wicie endearo i. to
enhance,personnel performance. Yet the effort often seems convoluted

and irrational. Activities inyglved in evaluation more,frequently create
'an atmosphere of defensiveness or paranoia as, various evaluation
instruments are circulated, or supervisor-employee, conferences are

held. What is needed is a ratiOnal model through which all personnel

are. hired, developed, evaluated, retained, and .terminated or°, pro-

moted. Few models appear in community college literature. Instead,
mini-\ models or portions Of models exist through which employees arc
evaluated, retained, or developed, but rarely terminated or advanced.

The model offered in this chapter s'ynthesizes many of the con-

cepts u ed by business and industry in.their human resource develop-

ment prgrams. It hinges on the proposition that no employee, janitor

or presidAnt, has reached' completeness in growth or capability.

Business and industry, especially, major corporations, spend
hundreds Of, tnillions,,.hf dollars on ssaff development and evaluation.
Jndeed, many _maintain their own camp.uses. Some award in-house
diplomas for new skills. Business and industrY place a high,priority on

A. Smith (Ed.) falittrating Pruulty and Sie New Directions Mr Community Collekeis, 11.

Franciscojossey-Bass, Marti+ 1981
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.staff develOpment and evaluation, a priority not often found in commu-
nity colleges.. Business and industry believe no person is cdmpletely
trained or educated when they are hired and that no person has reached
his or her potential. , .

0

Community colleges adhere tO the concept of the complete
employee. Interviewers and selection committees screen prospective
new employees, trained or educated to perform-a specific task, without
looking for growth potential. They search for the most qualified person
to -fit the institution at a particular level. Unlike industry, it is virtually
impossible for a professional 5ccrethry to become college president.
The idea of the complete employee' locks staff into a slot from which
neither peers nor supervisors- eneourage'upwarcl movement.

Upward mobility does occur, but it is. usually the result of indi-.
vidual staff members setting up personal training goals outside the
institution and attainirig these goals through independent training.
Then, if an opening occurs and if a variety of other positive conditions
occur, empldyees may Move upward within the institution. Most often,
the employee secures ;Additional training arid is then employed away
from the instithtion.

Community Colleges cld provide staff development and,evalua-
.

tion programs. However, these programs provide evaluation, training,
and educati6n within the narrow confines of the emPloyee's-present job.
functions. Evaluation and staff development programs are usually
designed to improve job performance rather than to enhance the growth
or flexibility'of the employee. For example, community college instruc-
tors are given -additional experiences in-the-disciplines-or-in--teaChing-
learning theory. Janitors are taught how tO maintain a building. Secre-
taries are given experiences that increase -their effectiveness as office
workers. Although these experiences may be beneficial in the short
run, they do little to prepare for future jobs within the institution or to
tap the potentiill skills ,the employee may have to offer. They also do
not provide flexibility for inStitutional change or development of new
missions.

A community college, instxuctor who wanted to become an
administrator would probably haye to move to two new insti,tutions
before becoming a dean. In most 'cases, two subsequent moves would
be ,required to attain the presidency. Directors of the various service
departments in a community college definitely have a difficult time
moving within an institution. In some directorates, a peaking out &curs
early in the person's -career, leaving little hope of upward mobility.
There are, however, some examples of community colleges promoting
from within the ranks. These examples are by no rneans_typical-:- The
assertion that communit 'coll rr-s-tend-tp-seekTaTe-rits outside -the insti-
tutiarrrather t an develop them from within remains essentially correct.

.14
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An institution that only promotes from within may -also have
a great detriment to overcome. The inward spiral ofyicleas,,.new ways
of doing things, or a fresh approach to old problems might well be
thwarted. A healthy.balance between 'seeking new talent from outside

,and a solid internal evaluation and develoPment program is the best
answer to staff morale problems, continuity and predictability within
the institution, and more appropriate use of tax dollars.

The Components of ail Employee Evaltiation
and Developrnent. Model

Seeking advice ,from industry for curriculum development and
special instructional methods has proved beneficial.and appropriate for
community colleges. To draw upon business and industrial models for
evaluation and develOpi..ent of personnel might well be the most
important consideration commiinity colleges could give to cooperation
between business and community Colleges in this decade.

Community colleges and private enterprise -face many of the
same personnel problems. Unionization of employees, affirmative
action requirements, search for new talents, staff development, unem-
ployment projections (RIFs), and staff mOrale are just a few of the
problems faced by both. Industry has, however, developed overall
plans for enhancing the professional life of employees while Community
colleges have struggled to respond to charges of poor communication,
low morale, and mistrust. Not only have administrators and boards of
trustees struggled to respond, their responses have often been meager
philosophical approaches that fail to attack the real issue: How do
employees meet- tht-Tir-profession-al goals within the-context of institu
tional evaluation, development, Or change? (DeHart, 1982)

The answer mahy be to borrow from a hiring, developing, and
promoting concept used in industry that is applicable to two-year inSti-
tutions. MoSt community colleges already use components of this
model. The componehts tend to be buried in personnel office practices,
division and department procedures, and informal administrative,
practices. The three major components Of the model can *be identified
with particular office functions.

Hiring. Hiring of staff is a personnel office function closely
Coordinated with instructional or service offices charged with supervis-
ing the staff hired. Personnel offices must coordinate affirmative action
goals, write jOb descriptions, establish general sala6, ranges, recruit,
creen-applicants7and set up the imerviewing process. Once the candi-

date' is identified, the employment mechanism is activated. Employ-
ment consists of establishing where the employee will work, who super-
vises, compensation levels, starting dates, special benefits, and com-
pleting internal records.
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Although several offices may collaborate_ in the hiring process,
the tnain leadership role will generally rest with the personnel office.

Staff Development. Developing staff is a nebulous role, scattered
throughout the institution, -with no one in particular accountable if
developMent does not occur. This is the primary reason development
bec op es a.private action on the part of many employees. To be effec-
tive, development should take on a threeTdimensional aspect in the
communit'y college.

First, there is development that is more an orientation to the
position and the institution. Supervisots should explain office proce-
dures, college pblicies, and other information to new employees. De-
pending on the level of responsibility and authority, it could take a full
academic year before a new employee is able io function without clbse
supervision. Job success depNcls on successful orientation of the new
staff member to the objectives qf the position and its relationship to
other offices. . Ia

Poor performance by the employee or supervisor during this
orientation period may set up the dynamics for poor performance and
poor evaluations, tfito making future staff development or growth
impossible. The supervisor should give a great deal of thought to ern-
ployee orientation. Because sukrvisors think/in terms of the complete

,employee, little attention is paid to this aspect of development.
Second, understanding emerging institutional directions and

goals is a part of staff development that affects evaluation. Preparation
for these goals and directions is vital. Should new instructional pro-
grams or new facets of' established programs emerge, or a major new
institutional thrust take place without staff development, staff affected
by these changes will be defensive and negative. If the institution has a
professional staff that is a part of the' governance program, union, dr
association, the defensiverfess fnay be played outs through these chan-
nels; Lack of communication, mistrust, and Staff-administration splits
(%n often be traCed to new goals, objectives, or changes in direction
being established without adequate preparation or training of:staff.

Promoting. ,The promotingfunetion as a deliberate endeavor is
lacking in most community colleges*. To prepare staff for future growth
within the institution, an analysis of the staff's personal goals must be
made. This is rarely done after the first prblessional appointment.

Reviewing or helping staff to reach career goals through institu-
tional support for those goals and matching them with long- and short-
range s'taff development programs is an absolute must.

Job efficiency and effectiveness is greater when staff can incor-
porate,institutional goals and objectives with personal goals. Although
employee advancement will cause the institution to lose some employees

r
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to othiT colleges, it is more likely that the professionally talented and
energetic people will 'remain_

One of the better programs training staff for promotion is fbund
in the Dallas County Community College System. The use of intern-
ships, both internal and external,.. is a major strength 'of the program.
Ai the City-Wide Colleges in ChiC.ago, there has been a concerted effort
to create, through temporary assignments or dual titles, a means to
prepare/employees, for future growth.

StailDevelopment and 1"romotion

Training staff fbr new endeavors Should be part of the c011ege,,
promotion plan. Forexample, the college wishing to.use technology to
assist instruction should be willing to pay the costs of additional classes,
conferences, .staff publications, and in,-house workshops on this topic.
It may be appropriate to reward staff for participation in these programs.

It is probably unwise for the institution to encourage teaching
staff charged with conducting freshmen and sophomere courses to con-
tinue getting more advanced education in the discipline. Instead of -a
better-prepared instructor, the-college-'imiy end up with someone who
teaches ddvanced:concept in lower-divisidn 'courses; but complains that

r students-, at the freshman/sophomore level are ill-prepared. A program
that develops skills in the delivery of freshman/sophomore coufse con- ,
cepts would be more appropriate. These types of staff development pro-
grams.are typical in both industrial models and in community colleges.

. Organizational deyelopment is a term normally 'applied by
industry to what is described here as employee promoting. T4 defini-
tion is nearly the same. Private enterprise views organizational devel-
opment as a dynamic function and responsibility of management. If
the organization is dynamic that is, changing to meet-newl-narkets
and new technological advanees then management must constantly .
develop staff to meet those challenges. Nadler (1970, p. 89) states that.
"employee developrnOlt activ-ities in the business Oorld are designed to
produce a viable and flexible work force for the organiption as; it
Moves-toward its future."

The Inchistrial Model

Any program, hiring, developing, and promoting employees,
must be grounded in sound selection practiCes such as affirmative action
and solid orientation and employee development. New to many corn-
munity colleges is a third component varying an erriployee's 'on-the-
job experiences to facilitate movement to other positions within an
institution.

1 u
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The model shown below illustrates how hiring, staff develop-
ment, evaluation, and promotion form an integral part of a personnel
development strategy,. There are twenty-three segments of this Model.

A checklist is provided below for easy reference. In most /community
colleges, current employees would be located at the personnel develop-
ment category. Most colleges would find emplOyees strung out along
various levels of the model. '

CompOkent A: Hiring
I. Position Open
2. External Recruiting
3. Internal Recruiting
4. Minority Recruitment
5. Affirmative Action Proces
6. For Parallel or Lower Positions
7. Interviewing Process
8. Employment

Component B: Developing
1. Supervisor Evaluation of Goals

Relating to Position
2. Personnel Dn;elopment Program
3. Performance Evaluation

a. Defieient Performance
b. Avexage Performance
c. Above-Average Performance

4. Personnel Reevaluation
5. Position Retention
6. Termination
7. Position Change

a. To Component C (Advancement)
b. To Component A (New Position)

Component C: Promoting
1. GOal Setting (Personal)
2. Career Plpnning Review
3. In-Service Training
4. Internal Internship
5. External Internship
6. Additional Education
7. Other Training
8. Internal Promotion,of Candidate

Most community colleges will already have many of the elements,
of eomponents A and B and use some. of the elements in component C
for staff development. The. industrial model calls for component C to be

1



an integral part of the overall model.or the organizational development
strategy breaks clown.

Each of the segments is used as an integral part ofa whole. Eadi
element is redefined-in-the-context of the-institution's local setting. For
example, the Personnel Development Program de-ill-lent (Component B)
is very informal at the College of Lake County. ft is a Mix of staff devel-
opment and personal goal attainment activities .conductecl for large
groups oftht: staff and immediate supervisors. At the sarne'collége, the
Careei.Tlanning elemerd is largely informal knowledge of those work:

4Mg closely with individual staff. Some offices_have formal task analysis
and jOb preparedness, but no overall college' endeavOr eKists. Yet, the
hiring process 'works very well at 'the College of Lake County.

It may take as many as three years to completely put-the model
in place. Vigorous.discussions and staff meetings are necesslary'before
launching it. The model sh-ould be examined 13'y the institution and
accepted.by everyone from the president to the stock clerk.

/-pplying the Model

The model may at first raise serious concerns because it indi-
cates a stronger effort at affirmative active. The model assumes a defin-
itive-affirmative action plan has already been developed. The minority
recruitment and affirniative action elements will require a deliberate,
extensive search for qualified minority candidates. Again, the industrial
model is adaptable.

There are at least four ways the model can 'be used by commu-
nity colleges to reach affirmative action goals.

1. Establish acceptable, requirements for entry into a position.
Seek potential employees who meet the requirements but who are not
overly qualified. If a master's degree is required., the overly qualified
P,h.D. applicant should not be considered.

2. Recruit actively through personal contacts. Colle4e adminis-
trators should visit campuses /with minority graduates. Booths and
other strategies will be needed at appropriate professional meetings.

3. P:an the position opening well in advance so.that a strong
recruitment effort may be made in-house and off campus.

4. Establish a strong Tole for college affirmative action pro-
cesses, such as designating affirmative action oversight review media-
nisms.

The first elements of the model to be implemented Should be the
affirmative action components. Internal staff development and promo-
tional mechanisms may be built on that base. Without first addressing
affirmative action goals, many institutions will not secure minority
employees, no matter how qualified.

OD
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Consternation may also occur wben poor perfbrmance is rioted.

When an employee does not function as desired, a great deal of time
and energy can bespent by the supervisOr. Quite often the situation
becomes personaliied, and negative emotions-are experienced by 6oth

the employee- and superviso-Y:-When this occurs,- little opportunity is
left for a more positive approach to the problem. There is no mechanism

in most colleges to deal with malfunctions in the typical !node]. This
'odel, however, provides avenues tor staff development, reassign-
ment, or termination.

No employee comes to the.i,nstitution.Ayith only one set of 'Skills

or capabilities.. Institutions desire to help itch employee to grow
professionally, to assess career goals, to harpen other skills; and to

\..)develop as many- possible avenues to other positions within the institu-
tion as abilities and capabilities will EilloW. It is still unlikely that the
president's secretary will acquire the necessary skills to.become presi-

dent. But the model can be used to encourage professional staff to fill a
variety of faculty arid administrative roles, and to Allow clerical staff to

reach to professional staff expertise level.
The model is applicable to all employees: deans and custodians,

faculty ;rid clerks, mail clerks and division directors. Funding the
entire model at one time _could be more costly than an institution can..
bear. Each institution will need to target groups to make the most of
limited funds. In the targeting process, some consideration can be
given to reciedentialing staff -to handle new curricula and programs,
thereby avoiding RIFs and permitting offices to acquire badly needed
shortterm professional help through internal internships:

_The Model also promotes understanding between offices about

how the college works and provides job satisfaction to .employees.
Administrators will have to decide who has potential and who should
continue to be employed in the same positions. Timid implementation
Of the If, el could create more problems than not having a, model

(Druckek 19 .

In mOst colleges, the-model can be implemented by reallocating
funds rather than finding new money. Much of the money needed to
implement the model can be found in funds set aside for recrUitment,
statf development, staff orientation, grarits and contracts with govern-
ment agencies, and professional travel. Currentl)4 these funds are so
dissipated throughout college budgets that they do little to help institu-

tions grow.

Summary

Many college presidents openly declare the greatest resource.
they have at their disposal are human resources. Few, however, set

II 1
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about to nurture this resource through an organizational development
plan. The conceptual model for maintaining and developing commit-
nity college staff provides such a plan. .
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This chapter provides a review of some, .1egal considera tions
andpridiciionsfor the future: .

ar

Concluding Comments

Al Smith

Even with the very comprehensive list of recommendations made in
this volurqe there is one major area of staff evaluation that ha not been
covered. Ahat area is the legal aspects of staff evaluation programs.
While space does not permit a full exploratiori,,in closing it should be
helpful to mention some of the legalconsiderations associated with staff
evaluation. Thomas (1381) has compiled an extensive list

A
"of legal con-

siderations ich are offered here for the reader's review. This list
should help colleges avoid any legal entanglements that might arise as a
result of new or revised staff evaluation plans.

1. The criteria should be developed from a job analysis (job-
related) through content validation procedures.

2. Administration', faculty, and students should be involv,:d in.
the development of the system.

3. Individuals evaluating job perforMance should observe em-
ployees frequently.

4. Where possible, evaluations should be based on observable
job behaviors.

5. Evaluation forms must be written in clear and concise lan-
guage, including directions and purpose.

6. Evaluations should ,be conducted and scored under stan-
dardized conditions.

7. Evaluators must be trained in use Of the iristrument.

A Smith (Ed.). Emlueong Fatulty and Slat New Directions for Communify Colkges, no. 11.
San Franclico. josseyllass, March 1981
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8. Several evaluation sources are 'required and their evalua-
.

tions should be independent.
9. Performance evaluation must be conducted before any per-

sonnel decisions call be made.
10. Evaidations should be supported by objective evidence of

performance results.
11. Student evalua1ions with comments about the faculty meni-

ber.must not be summarized. Either all or none of the com-
ments should be made public.

12. Classroom obseevations by colleagifes must follow a list of
teaching behaviors known to the faculty member being
observtd.

13. Self-appraisals must. not be used, for tenure, promotion,
and retention decisions:

14. Criteria, standards, and procedures should be communi-
.cated to the persons being evaluated.

15. Facult); should be informed of the result's of their perfor-
nmnce evaluation.

16. The evaluation system must not be discriminatory in in-
tent, application, and results.

This list of legal considerations was developed using the referr
ences of Holley (1977), Kaplin (1979), and Seldin (1980. Thomas"'
(1981) was careful to .note that this prdposed get of guideline§ provided
no guarantee that an institution following these s,uggestions would not
be found liable in a court sUit. However, she felt that the probability Of
such an outcome Would be considerably' reduced if these guideline.s

were followed.
It is always dapgerops to make, predictions about the future,

particularly in uncertain tiraes. However, when predictidns are based
on-past experience there is often less chance for error. In closing, the'
ifelllowing predictions are offered regarding staff evaluation in two-year
ltollges. These predictions are trased on the content ofthis publication
' and the author's experiences with two major projects on faculty and

staff eva,luation in the community colleges. These predictions will be of
value to colleges considering changes in staff evaluation prograins.°

1. Successful changes in staff evaluation programs will only
/occur in those colleges where the institution's president or chief aca-
demic officer shows strong administrative support for a new or revised

evaluation plan.
2. Effective and long lasting changes in staff e/aluation pro-

grams will only be found in those two-year colleges where therehas
beerr full and extensive staff involvement in the proposed change.

f
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'0 3. The most successful staff evalUation programs will be found
in those colleges that develop 'a base of expin'tise, both internal and

'external to the institution, for revising their staff evaluation programs.
4. Change in present staff evaluation programs will onlyuccur

at those ipstitutions where there iS a generally recognized need for a
new or revised evaltlation program.

5. interest in staff evaluation programs will indrease in the
-1980s, with colleges developing staff evaluation plans tiiat cover all
employees, not just the facukty.

6. Collective bargaining agreements will not hinder, and may
even foster, the development uf new or revsedfacultY and staff evalua-
tion and dcvdoptfient programs in future years. Such prograrns
found in equal, numbers in .both unionized arid nonunionized 'colleges.

7. Research and evaluation studies in this area will focus-more,.
on'the impact of these programs than they have in the past. Little is
really known about the inwact of staff evaluatiOn ,procedures on fat:-
ulty, administrators, part-time faculty, .academic upport staff, and
nouacad-einicl,Support staff.

Overall, staff evaluation promiSes to continue o attract consid--
erable attention in th'e '1980s. This attention will be most appropriate
given the-central value of this administrative function....The. colleges
that can most ef4tively manage, develop, and reWard their most
important anc.1 valuable reviurce, their staff members, are likely to be
the most successful colleges in meeting .their edikational goals for the
remainder of thisdecade.
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Material abstracted from, additions ,to.the- ERIC system
.provides further information odfaeulty and staff ebaluation.

Cai

Sources an Information:
Faculty and Administrator
Evaluation

a

Jim Pa'lmer

As Behrendt and Parsons note in an earlier chapter; faculty evaluation
became an iisue of the .1970s. 'Reasons *for this include, among other
'factors, pressures on administrators to justify the retention of personnel
in times of fiscal constraint (Mark, .1977), state legislative mandates .

requiring faculty ev'aluation (Cohen and Brawer, 19726), demands for
an appropriate meads of identifying and recognizing meritorious per-
formance (Walker, 1979), and the growing consensus that some aspects
.of college administration, including faculty evaluation, be shared with'
students (Menard, 1975).

This final chapter reyiews a selection of, ,the staff evaluation
literature that appeared, during the.1970s. Included in this review are
journal articles and ERIC documents that were processed by the ERIC
Clearinghouse for junior Colleges from 1972 through 1982. A bibliog-
raphy/of these works is provided at the end of this chapter.

Piobletns in Faculty Evaluation
Despite the development of sophisticated evaluation programs,

the literature revealS that comrnunity college ,practitioners have yet to

A. Smith (Ed.). EL:a1uati4 Fangio and Ste. Ncw Directions for Community Colleges,.no. 41.
San Francisemfossey-Bass, March 1983.
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reach consensus:as to the PUrposes and method of faculty .evaluation.
The many criticisms of faculty evaluation programs indicate the need
for continued, research in the development of evaluation systems that
enhance faculty deielopment and student learning.

\ . One of the major problems cited in the literature is the fact that
'faculty .evaluation systems often have :two contradictorY purposes: to
enhance faculty development. efforts by assessing the strengths and
weaknesses of individual instructors, and td determine... whether the
employment 'of 4 faculty member should be continued or terminated.
COhen (1974, p. 21) argges that such dual-purpose evaluation systems
are Counterproductive and damaging to morale: "One faculty evalua-
tion scheme cannot both judge and assist. The procedure that gathers

.evidence for dismissal is different from that which reflects a climate of
, support, of communication; and of growth inducement." Mark (1977,
p. 5) notes that mostwriters on the subject concur with Cohen and that
the literature "demands the separation of the evaluation process into
the goals of development and of promotion, salary, and retention." Yet
Mark's review of the literature and of predominant practicestleads her
to conclude that there-has been little researeh into how ihe two goals of
evaluation can be separated. "The outcome," she reports, "is more
judgment Lind less assistance" (p. 5). Faculty fears and distrust of the

_ evaluation process are often the result.
Another issue of concern to writers is the respective roles played

by administrators, students, and faculty peers in the evaldation
proCess. Mark (1977) briefly reviews the literature concerniag self-
evaluation, peer evaluation, student evaluation, and administrative
evaluation "Research evidence on the various evaluative components,"
she concludes, "reveals a mixed picture of effectiveness" (p. 33). Cohen

..and Brawer (1972b) argue that efforts to determine the relative impor-
tance of different parties in the evafuation process may be poindess.
Regardless of the parties ihvolved, the authors 'maintain, evaluation
efforts should focus on the personal growth 9f the instructor. Other
works examining thesole of one or more of these parties include Cohen
and Brawer (1972a), Schrieider° (1975), and Walker (1979). Papers
examining the role Of students in the faculty evaluation process are
reviewed in a separate sectift below.

The feasibility of basing faculty eyaluation on measured ad:
vances in student learning i8 a bone of contention in the evaluation
literature. Cohen and -Brawer (1972a) argue that measurable indices of
student learning should be used to determine the' effectiveness with
which instructors actually cause learning. Despite methodological limi7/,.
tations in assessing the impact of teaching on students' long-term affec-
tive development, Cohen and Brawer ndte that,"measur,ilig student
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gains toward specific objectives is more closely akin to measuring stu-
dent change in general than is asSessing an instrwitor on the basis of his
.methods or his efforts" (p. 203). Other Writers 'are..less enthusiastic.
--Swofford (1978, p. 51) acknowledges the advances made in educational
measuremente but cautions that the efforts of some "propagandists of
eduFation" to.utilize pretests, post-tests, and other measures of learning
"are about as credible as'the.statistics the military usecho piL'oVe success
in Vietnam from 1966-1970." Wilson (1980, p. .26) argues flatly that'
faculty evaluation is by nature a slibjective process: "There is no.valid
or reliable instruthent for Measuring teacher effectiveness'. Nor .will
there ever be." The final vote on the relationship of student learning to
faculty evaluation is not yet in.

'The Student Role in Evalution
ftherole of students in the-faculty evaluation .process has gen-. .

crated a large proportion of the evaluation literature. Of central inter-
est to writers is the credibility, and impact of .student evaluations.

Kiernan (1975), drawing upon a study of student evaluations of
faculty( at ten two-year colleges in the New York City area, outlines
eleven objections to such evaluations. Airiong other points1 she notes
that'Seudents are in no Position tojudge the instructor'S knowledge of
h1is or her field; that student evaluations can vary depending On the

suu-,j
=.7ect matter taught by the instructor; that personality matters some-

times interfere with objective evaluation; and that evaluation ifistru---
ments themselves are .not validated. In a rebuttal., Eagle (,1975) cites '

research studies pointing to the reliabiliiy of student evaluations and to
the ability of students to judge instructors fairly arid objectively. Also
supporting the value of student evaluations i the finding by Deegan
and others (1974), that the faculty and deans at a random sample of 200
California community colleges viewed student evaluations as. an effec-

tive cvaluation tool.
Two studies examine the impact of student evaluations 6n fac7

ulty change, and improvement; their findings are mixed. Fitzgerald and
G?afton. (1981) found in 'a study at one California community college
that faculty had a higher degree of .confidence in student evaluations
than in peer evaluations. These faculty also indicated' that changes 'in
their teaching methodology "were .more the result of student evalua-
tions than of peer evaluationS" (p. 331). Eagle (1980) found in a study
at the Bronx Community. College that instructors' knowledge-of their
ratings by students -and of their relative .standing among their col-
leagues in ternis"of student ratings-did not'produce a significant change
in these ratings over time..

11,
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Severalgdocuinents discuss the development and-composition of
rating instruments tised by students "to evaluate faculty. Rasor and
others (1981) detail a study conducted at American River College (Ca.)
to develop an instrument that restricts students' ("valuations to observ-
able teacher behavior. Yess (1981) discusses the problems inherent in
rating instruments that are developed through the collective bargaining
process without scientific pilot testing. Nittens (1981) details a study
conducted to identify criteria that students would like to use as a basis
fur faculty evaluation and to determine whether students felt compe.
tent to rate faculty on the basis of these criteria. Rating'instruments
based on the criteria that are important to students, Nickens argues,
would "provide a more reliable and valuable measurement" (p. 59).
Information on rating instruments developed and used at other institu-
tions include Bers (1977), Bichara and Hazard (1978), Haywood
(1979),, and Nelson (1976).

Some research has been conducted to identify personality or
instructional factors that might affect student evaltiations of commu--
nity college faculty. Handleman (1974) deseribes a study in which stu-
dent evaluations of an instructor who used objective tests exclusively
were compared with evaluations of the same instructor using classroom
tests that combined objective and subjective formats. Findings inuicate
that the instructor was evaluated significantly higher bY students who-
took objective exams than by those who took combination objeciive/
subjective examinations. South and Morrison (1975) describe a study
testing the hypothesis that student-centered teachers those who are
more sensitive to the persona4 needs of students will be perceived by
their students to be more effective than teachers who are more conr
cerned with course subject matter; this hypothesis did not hold true irb
all cases. Finally, Hunter (1979) examines a study conducted to deter-
mine if the interadtion of preferred learning styles with preferred tach-
ing styles can affect studentxgrades and student ratings of instruction.
No statistically significan't relationship was discovered.
a

Developing Evaluation Criteria

In his review of the literature concerning the evaluation of com-
munity collegelaculty, Tolle (1970, p. 6) notes that objective measures
of teacher effectiveness, have yet to be developed: "every study still.
seems to end with a recommendation that even more Work be carried
out to identify the criteria that should be used in the evaluation of
instructional effectiveness."

Since 1970, a number of resgarchers have concerned themselves
with the identification of evaluation criteria. Most of these documents
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describe 'efforts to identify evaluation criteria through a survey of stu-
.. dents rand facility. Rhode Island Junior College developed a fifty-time

evaluation instrunient on the basis of a faculty-student survey that soli-
Cited opinions concerning the characteristics of effective faculty perfor-
mance (Menard, 1975), In a similar effort, S. Louis Junior College
surveyed its faculty members to determine what should be included in
fkulty evaluation, how much weight should be given to each item, and
whether teaching effeCtiveness is best measured by performance or out-
come (St. Louis Junior College District, 1974). Other efforts to identify
evaluation criteria through surveys are described by Dickens (1980),
Minuk (1981), and Wiesenfeld (1975).

Another approach to criteria identification is described by
Morsch and others (1955). They report the methodology and lindin.gs
of a research project undertaken by the United States Air Force to
determine evaluation criteria that correlate with and are predictive:of
student ,achievement. Using an eight-day hydraulics maintenance
course 'taught by 121 instructors on a regular basis to classes of about
fourteen students using the same classrOoms-and materials, Air Force
researchers correfated Student gains criteria (as measured by pre- and
post-tests) with instructor variables. These instructor variables ineluded
peer and supervisor evaluations and mesures of instructor subject
knowledge and general intelligence. Major findings include the fact
that peer and supervisor ratings did not significantly correlate with stu-
dent gains criteria.

Evaluation Ptograms and Systems

Several documents -describe the faculty evaluation programs
conducted at individual colleges. Among these documents are til.-ee
evaluation- manuals from St,. Louis Community College: Faculty
Evaluation System: Instructional Resources Faculty (1981b); Faculty Evaluation
System: Teaching Faculty (1981c); and Faculty Evaluation System: Counseling
Faculty (1981a). Besides detailing evaluation procedures, ,eaCh manual
outlines performance criteria, indicators of professional development,
and levels of satisfactory rand unsatisfactory achievement. Evaluation
forms and instruments are also included.

Other papers review programs that emphasize the invoivement
of all members of the community college in the evaluation process.
Kinnebrew and Day (1973) describe,the procedures and forms used by
Sacramento City College in a facuilty evaluation program that includes
self-evOuation, as well as ,input from students, peers, and administra-
tors. In another document, 'Lewis (n.d.) describes a point-based faculty
evaluation system under which instructors accumulate credits on the
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basis of student evaluations, supervisor, evaluations, course work, cur-.
riculum development activities, speakitig engagements, publications
and participaticin in professional 'Meetings, commencement ceremo-
nies, faculty meetings, and other activities. The accumulation of tfiirty
points out of a possible sixty-seven is required for the instructor-to be
recommended for promotion.

Another approach to evaluation requires faculty to document
professional competency. Saunders (1981) details the evaluation
system at Shelby State Community College (Tenn.), in which the
instructor maintains a portfolio of materials that report, for each evalu-
ation cycle, activities in the areas of instruction, service to the college,
professional growth, and community service. Prior to the beginning of
the evaluation period, the faculty 'member and his or her supervisor
determine the emphasis that will be placed on each-of these areas in the
instructor's final evaluation. Brawer and Purdy.(1972) present, among
other items, a description of the. Msessment of Student Learning
system (ASL) that is used to evaluate faculty at Golden West College
(Ca.). This system requires faculty and division chairs to discuss class
plans, and instructional objectives. Follow-up- meetings are held each
year, at Which instrutctors present evidence of student learning to sub-
stantiate instructional effectiveness. ,A similar system adopted at Lee
College (Tex.) is discussed by Cloud (1977). In this system, "Each
instructor defines his own instructional priorities in terms of perfor-,
mance objectives and collects information neceSsary to document the
fact that the objectives have been met" (p. 42).

Administrator Evaluation

While most of the ERIC literature focuses on faculty and staff
evaluations, a smaller number of ERIC documents address themselves
to problems in and guidelines for administrator evaluation. Losak
(1975) examines the barriers to rational administrator evaluation that
are posed, by power relationships, the influence of rumor, and other
psychological factors often at the heart, of administrator dismissal.
Guidelines and suggestions for administrator anci presidential evalua-
tion are presented by Fienderson (1976), Lahti (1980), Lorne (1978),
and Williams (1977a).

Other 'papers detail specific evaluation practices. Thomas
(1980) reports the 'methodology and findings of a national survey of
community college chairpersons that waS conducted to determine the
purposed; procedures, and criteria used to evaluate their administrative
performance; to solicit opinions about present and desirable compo-
nents of chairperson evaluation systems; and to examine how chairper-
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sons from various academic disolplines, in their views about eval-
uation*. Administration evaluation systems at Tri-Cbunty TeChnicat

--College (S.C.), Alvin Commtmity college (Tex.), Northern Virginia
Cornmunity'College. and Los Angeles Community College District are
described, respect.i.vely, in McCombs (1980), Lewis (n.d.), Williams
(1977b), and .Los Angeles Community College District (1977):

Obiaining Copies of ERIC References

The ERIC documents (ED numbers) listed are_ available on
microfiche (MF) or in paper copy (PC) from the ERIC -Document
Reproduction Serviee (EDRS), Computer Microfilm International..
Corporation, P. 0. Box 190, Arlington, .Viiginia 22210. The micro7
fiche price fOr documents under 480 pages is $0.97. Priceg, for paper
copies are: 1-25 pages, $2.15; 26-50 pages, $190; 51-75.pages,,$5.65;
76-100 pages, $7.40. For materials having more than 100 pages, add
$1.75 for each 25-page-increment (or fraction thereof). Postage-must be
added to all orders. Abstracts of these and other documents in the
-junior, college collection are available cupon request from the ERIC
Clearinghouse for Junior.Colleges, Room 96, Powell Library, Univer-
sity of California, Los Angeles, California 90024. Journal articles,
those not marked with an ED number,. are not available from EDRS.
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